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STUDENT ACTIVITY BOOKS

180 Days of Practice
Fun daily practice to build skills quickly
Help students focus on key grade-level skills with daily activities that are quick and fun. Teachers can
easily incorporate these diagnostic-based activities into their daily instruction.
➤ Each book provides 180 daily activities to build students’ learning
➤ Students will build key skills and confidence in each subject area
➤ Teachers can quickly evaluate student understanding

180 Days of Social-Emotional Learning Ages 4–8
Help students focus on self-awareness and management, then grow
outward and make connections to social awareness, relationship
skills, and responsible decision-making.
WEEK 1
DAY

WEEK 1

3
_____Name: ______
__________________
____________ Date: __________
Name: ____________________
________ Date:
_______________

DAY

Name Your Emotions

Think

about Others
you Pay attenti
your body. Think about how
on to how your
friends feel. This
It is important to check in with
better friend.
will make you a
do your best.
feel so you can learn more and

Focus on Self

doing
Directions: Read
each story Write
is feeling
how you think
the

Social Awaren
ess

Self-Awareness

Focus on Self

Think about how you feel while
Directions: Read each event
show your face
the event Draw a picture to

first day of school

playing a game

op

Mark is going to
a park with his
family
They make plans
to meet a friend
there
When Mark gets
to the park, the
sun is
shining and it’s
warm Mark plays
with his
friend and smiles
a lot

y

?

y

2. How is Mark
feeling

holding a spider

riding a roller coaster

14

Education
126958—18
© Shell
0 Days of Social-Emo

Learning
126958—180 Days of Social-Emotional

12

character

Jessica is playing
on the swings at
recess She is with
her best friend
she is swinging,
As
Jessica slips off
and
falls to the ground
Her eyes fill with
tears, and she starts
to cry
1. How is Jessica
feeling?

op

Available
Soon!

1

8.5" x 11" • 208 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
ISBN
Kindergarten
978-1-0876-4969-6
First Grade
978-1-0876-4970-2
Second Grade
978-1-0876-4971-9
Third Grade
978-1-0876-4972-6
Fourth Grade
978-1-0876-4973-3
Fifth Grade
978-1-0876-4974-0
Sixth Grade
978-1-0876-4975-7

tional Learning
© Shell Education

180 Days of High-Frequency Words Ages 4–8
Helps students build reading skills and increase their ability
to recognize sight words instantly.
Week 1
DAY

8.5" x 11" • 216 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
ISBN
Kindergarten
978-1-4258-1633-9
First Grade
978-1-4258-1634-6
Second Grade
978-1-4258-1635-3

Recognize the Words

2

_____
________________________

Name: ________________________

box using the code.
Directions: Color each

Red:
that

Green:
are

a card from the flash
from pages
letters in the word .
Add a tally mark
card pile, read the
words, and adding
for each letter . Take
word, and
up tally marks . The
turns picking cards,
first player to reach
Race to 30!
reading
20 tally marks wins!
As a challenge,

one

are

for

are

for

one

that

one

that

for

are

for

that

one

that

for

Home/School
Connections and
Extension Act
ivities (cont.)
to 30!

Race to 20! Race

Yellow:Give each student a whiteboa
rd or note pad to
206–215
serve as a scoreboar
for count theto create a card pile for this game . Pick
d . Use the flash cards

that

are

14

Blue:
one

and

the
a

4

are

one

to

5

© Shell Education
© Shell Education

Words
51634—180 Days of High-Frequency

51634—180 Days
of High-Frequency
Words

199

180 Days of Reading Ages 3–12
Helps students build reading skills with daily activities that provide
short passages for students to practice comprehension, word study,
and written responses to texts.

WEEK 7
DAY

WEEK 2
DAY

Spanish
available!

8.5" x 11" • 240–248 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
English ISBN
Pre-Kindergarten
978-1-0876-5202-3
Available Soon
Kindergarten
978-1-4258-0921-8
First Grade
978-1-4258-0922-5
Second Grade
978-1-4258-0923-2
Third Grade
978-1-4258-0924-9
Fourth Grade
978-1-4258-0925-6
Fifth Grade
978-1-4258-0926-3
Sixth Grade
978-1-4258-0927-0

2

4–5

_______

Name: ________________________

Name: ______________
Date:__________________

______________

Answer the questions.
Directions Read the text.

Spanish ISBN
—
—
978-1-0876-4305-2
978-1-0876-4306-9
978-1-0876-4876-7
978-1-0876-4877-4
978-1-0876-4878-1
—

SCORE

___

Date:

______________

__

The Pet Parade
middle is called the core.
Cut an apple in two. The
can grow from thatThe parade starts
Look at a seed. A big tree
at noon. More
costumes. One
children bring
dog looks like
little seed!
pets in
crown. A cat
a
rides like a baby bee. A puppy wears a
not look happy
in a strolle r.
The pets do
. But then the
dogs get dog
cats get toys.
treats. The
Now they are
all happy!
Which word rhymes
3.
trees
do
1. What
?
with
grow from?

1.

2.

3.

4.

____ / 4

A a core
B a seed
C a tree

A core
B apple
C seed

Total

2. How many pieces is
the apple cut into?

A It is not cut.
B three
C two

4. What is the middle of
an apple called?

A a stem
B a seed
C a core

54
22

for First Grade
#50922—180 Days of Reading

#50922—180 Days © Shell Education
of Reading for First
Grade
© Shell Education

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!
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STUDENT ACTIVITY BOOKS

180 Days of Practice
180 Days of Spelling and Word Study Ages 4–12
Helps students build their knowledge of spelling rules,
conventions, and patterns.

week 4

week 1

1

2

DAY

DAY

Sentence Comp
letions

8.5" x 11" • 208–240 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
ISBN
Kindergarten
978-1-4258-3308-4
First Grade
978-1-4258-3309-1
Second Grade
978-1-4258-3310-7
Third Grade
978-1-4258-3311-4
Fourth Grade
978-1-4258-3312-1
Fifth Grade
978-1-4258-3313-8
Sixth Grade
978-1-4258-3314-5

s
Synonyms and Antonym

____________
Name:
__________________
_____________ Date: ___________
Name: ______________________
___________ Date:
_________________
Directions: Use
each section.
a word from the
the Word Bank to complete
Word Bank to comple
Directions: Use a word from
te each sentence.
Word Bank
Word Bank
fabric
bottle
classic
candle
boxes
battle
comic
attic
apple
foxes
gobble
vanish
optic
sample
hobble
saddle
polish
plastic
topic
paddle
handle
topple
toxic
tropics

1. If you stack the
blocks too high,
they will
Write an antonym for each word.
2. Please check
to see if we have
another
dressing in the pantry.
5. basement

Write a synonym for each word.
1. cloth

3. I think there’s
a

6. large helping

2. combat

4. If you bring
cupcakes to the
party, the
them up.

7. modern

3. oar

8. appear

4. knob

5. The tank has
bright,

paint my toenails

7. My favorite

9. orange, banana, cherry,
10. stirrups, reins, bridle,

8. I had to
ankle at a neighb

11. wood, metal, cardboard,

9. We donated
12

kids will

.

with purple

tells jokes about
all the way home

or’s house.

10. I still have to
choose

12. lamp, sun, flashlight,

living in my backyar
d.

colorful fish from
the

6. Do you think
I should

Write a word that fits each category.

over.
of salad

family of

?

food and video

of clothing to the
a

games.

after I twisted my
shelter.

for my research

project.

30
13
28631—180 Days
and Word Study
28631—180 Days of Spelling
of Spelling and Word
Study

© Shell Education

© Shell Education

180 Days of Language Ages 4–12
Helps students build grammar skills with daily practice of
punctuation, capitalization, parts of speech, and spelling.
8.5" x 11" • 208 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
ISBN
Kindergarten
978-1-4258-1172-3
First Grade
978-1-4258-1166-2
Second Grade
978-1-4258-1167-9
Third Grade
978-1-4258-1168-6
Fourth Grade
978-1-4258-1169-3
Fifth Grade
978-1-4258-1170-9
Sixth Grade
978-1-4258-1171-6

54
DAY

_____

Name: ________________________

Directions

1.

in the sentence.
Write the missing punctuation

2.

be capitalized in the sentence.
Circle the word that should
service created Smokey.

sentence A below.
Underline the adjectives in

4.

A below.
Circle the plural noun in sentence
Wildfires can be a big problem,

2.

2.

the sentence below.
Write the correct word for

6.

6.

of writers wrote a song about

A

5.

s.

4.

Y N

8.

made from a stone

___ / 6

Underline the
adjectiveTotal
in sentence

called agate.

6.

B below.

7.

8.

Circle the word
below that is spelled
correctly.

avoid

Y N

Y N

Y N

Y N

5.

Circle the conjuncti
on in sentence
B below.
Mibs and taw are
names for different
marbles.

(pare, pair, pear)

word.
Circle the correctly spelled

2.

3.

Underline the
linking verb in
sentence A below.

Smokey.

7.

1.

Circle the nouns
in 6.
sentence
Y N A below.
An aggie is a marble

5.

SCORE
mean?

Y N

Circle the word
that should be
capitalized in the
4. Y N
sentence.
Marbles have
been found in
the tombs of ancient
egyptian

4.
5.

____

Write the missing
punctuation in
the sentence.
If you do you probably
3. Y N play marbles.

3.

too.

______________

each question.

Write the missing
punctuation in
the sentence.
1. Y N
Do you know what
the words taw
aggie, and mibs

fires!”
YOU can prevent forest
Smokey Bear says “Only

3.

Read and answer

SCORE

1.

The United States Forest

Date:

_

Directions

Read and answer each question.

56
DAY

Name: ______________
Date: ______________________
______________

Y N

Y N

Y N

___ / 8

hopskosh

avode

Y N

Total

hopskotch

aviod

hopscotch

65

© Shell Education Days of Language
#51169—180
© Shell Education

#51170—180 Days
of Language

67

180 Days of Writing Ages 4–12
Helps students build skills by practicing each step of the
writing process including prewriting, drafting, revising, editing,
and publishing.
WEEK 5
DAY

3

_____

Name: ________________________

Name:
_______
______________
Date:____________
_______

correct adjectives to correctly

WEEK 17
DAY

______________
______________
____

the sentences.
completeDirec
tions

4

: Circle the sente
nces that are
correct.

Wild Animals

Example: Does
a crab live
Does a crab live in a shell?
in a shell.

biggest)
1. Elephants are (bigger or

2. Giraffes are one of the (taller
or
3. The gorillas are (stronger

than skunks.

Editing

Spanish ISBN
978-1-0876-3555-2
978-1-0876-3556-9
978-1-0876-4304-5
978-1-0876-4873-6
978-1-0876-4874-3
978-1-0876-4875-0
—

Revising

Directions: Underline the

Ocean Animals

Spanish
available!

8.5" x 11" • 216–224 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
English ISBN
Kindergarten
978-1-4258-1523-3
First Grade
978-1-4258-1524-0
Second Grade
978-1-4258-1525-7
Third Grade
978-1-4258-1526-4
Fourth Grade
978-1-4258-1527-1
Fifth Grade
978-1-4258-1528-8
Sixth Grade
978-1-4258-1529-5

1. How big is
a whale.
How big is a
whale?

or tallest) wild animals in existence.
strongest) than the monkeys.

or fastest) running land animal.
4. Cheetahs are the (faster

5. Snakes are (longer or longest)

than mice.

2. An octopus
has eight legs?
An octopus has
eight legs.
Boost Your Learning!
used to compare two
Comparative adjectives are
are used to
things, and superlative adjectives
compare more than two things.
Example:
(comparative)
• Lions are bigger than hyenas.
eggs than any type
• Ostriches lay the largest
of bird. (superlative)

3. Do fish sleep
behind rocks
?
Do fish sleep
behind rocks
.

© Shell Education

© Shell Education

#51526—180 Days of Writing

24

#51523—180 Days
of Writing

23

180 Days of Science Ages 4–12
Help students explore, learn, and understand each strand of
science (physical, life, and Earth and space) and increase their
knowledge of scientific practices.

Life Science

WEEK 2

Physical Scienc
e

DAY

Name: ________
___
____________ Date: ____________ ________________________________
Name: ________________________
____
ns: Read the text,
duck.
aDirectio
and study the diagram.
the names of the parts of

Directions: Read
Answer the questions.

eye

Analyzing Data

wing

tail
feet

1. The amplitud
e is
a. trough

the distance from

trough

a. wavelength

it fly?

one trough to the

next is the
b. amplitude

c. trough

d. feet________________________________

Why or why not?

of one wave to the

crest of

51410—180 Days
of Science
814106_180 Days

20

from the middle

________________
________________
________________
______________
________________
________________
to walk?
________________
______________
4. Can the amplitud
e be measured from
one trough to the
next? Why or why
b. feet
________________
not?
________________
________________
________________
______________
d. tail________________________________________
________________
© Shell Education
© Shell Education
________________
______

51410_9781425
Days Science_G1_B_INT.indd

.

d. crest

3. To measure waveleng
b. beakthe
th, could you measure
next?

c. eye

c. wing

51407_9781425814076_180

crest.

d. wavelength

a. wings

51407—180 Days of Science

of the wave to the

b. middle

2. The distance
between

1. What part of a duck helps

wavelength

the

c. crest

a. beak

Order through your Distributor Today!

crest

amplitude

20

4

DAY
DAY

2

questions.

Waves travel in
patterns. The top
is the trough. The
of a
amplitude of a wave wave is the crest, and the bottom
The wavelength
of a wave
is the distance betweenis the distance from the middle
to the crest.
the next.
a point on one wave
and the same point
on

beak

use
2. What part does a duck

View sample pages online: Click Here

WEEK
WEEK 9
9
Date: ________
____________

Then, answer the

Analyzing Data

8.5" x 11" • 208–216 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
ISBN
Kindergarten
978-1-4258-1406-9
First Grade
978-1-4258-1407-6
Second Grade
978-1-4258-1408-3
Third Grade
978-1-4258-1409-0
Fourth Grade
978-1-4258-1410-6
Fifth Grade
978-1-4258-1411-3
Sixth Grade
978-1-4258-1412-0

2

Science_G4_B_

INT.indd 115

115

3/5/18 3:51 PM

3/6/18 1:04 PM

STUDENT ACTIVITY BOOKS

180 Days of Practice
180 Days of Math Ages 3–12
Helps students practice algebraic thinking, numbers and operations,
measurement and data, and geometry.
8.5" x 11" • 208 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
ISBN
Pre-Kindergarten
978-1-0876-5203-0
Available Soon
Kindergarten
978-1-4258-0803-7
First Grade
978-1-4258-0804-4
Second Grade
978-1-4258-0805-1
Third Grade
978-1-4258-0806-8
Fourth Grade
978-1-4258-0807-5
Fifth Grade
978-1-4258-0808-2
Sixth Grade
978-1-4258-0802-0

180 Days of Problem Solving Ages 4–12
Helps students practice and improve critical-thinking and reasoning
skills with visual models, multiple strategies, and multi-step,
nonroutine word problems.

3

WEEK 1
DAY

5

the
, tens, and ones to show
Laura drew this
Example: Draw hundreds
picture to show
number 243.
a number.
Ones
Tens
Hundreds
Number

Picture It!

?
Challenge Yours
elf!

8.5" x 11" • 216–232 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
ISBN
Kindergarten
978-1-4258-1612-4
First Grade
978-1-4258-1613-1
Second Grade
978-1-4258-1614-8
Third Grade
978-1-4258-1615-5
Fourth Grade
978-1-4258-1616-2
Fifth Grade
978-1-4258-1617-9
Sixth Grade
978-1-4258-1618-6

WEEK 1
DAY

Name:
__ ________
____ Date: ______
________
Name: ____________
Date: ____
Direct
____
io n s : Read and solve
solve the problem.
?
Directio n s : Look at the example. Then,
the problem.

1. Show this numb

er a different
numbers, or
pictures to show way. Use words,
your thinking.

243

and ones to show the
1. Draw hundreds, tens,
number 365.
Ones
Tens
Hundreds
Number
2. Show this numb
or pictures to er a third way. Use words
, numbers,
show your thinki
ng.
365

13

© Shell Education
Solving for Second Grade
#51614—180 Days of Problem

© Shell Education

#51614—180 Days
of Problem Solving
for Second Grade

15

180 Days of Geography Ages 4–12
Helps students improve geographic background knowledge, criticalthinking, and reasoning and spatial skills. Activities support the five
themes of geography.

DAY

Directions: Complete the
symbol stands for.

2

picture. Then, picture shows landforms. Study
answer the quest
the
ions.

WEEK 10
DAY

4

mountain

river

Think About It

Creating Maps

8.5" x 11" • 208–216 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
ISBN
Kindergarten
978-1-4258-3301-5
First Grade
978-1-4258-3302-2
Second Grade
978-1-4258-3303-9
Third Grade
978-1-4258-3304-6
Fourth Grade
978-1-4258-3305-3
Fifth Grade
978-1-4258-3306-0
Sixth Grade
978-1-4258-3307-7

WEEK 10

Name____
____________ Date: ____________ : ____________________________
Name: ________________________
________ Date:
________________
eachtions: This
map key. Write whatDirec

hill
plain

lake

1. Choose one
landfo
called? Tell what rm from the picture. What
is it
it looks like.
Key
1.

2. Start at the
moun
the river. Tell a tain. Then, trace your finge
r along
friend what it
leads to.
3. How are moun
tains and hills
different?

2.

3.

4.
61

© Shell Education Days of Geography
28622—180
© Shell Education

28622—180 Days
of Geography

63

180 Days of Social Studies Ages 4–12
Helps students learn and understand the four social studies
disciplines: geography, economics, civics, and history.
Week 13
DAY

1

crop in Virginia.

Two future president
s of the
United States signed
the document.
John Adams was
the second
president. Thomas
Jefferson was the
third president.
The first president
of the United States
did not sign
the Declaration
of Independence.
George Washingt
on was in New York
fighting the British.

Week 6
DAY

2

Civics

Name:
____
________________
_____________
________________
___________________ Date:
_____________
Name: __________________________
Date: ________________
Directions: Read
_____
the text, look at
answer the questions.
the picture, and
Directions: Read the text, and
answer the question
s.
of Declarati
Company
The
Virginia
the
of
on of Independence
Britain. They were part
andsigned
In 1606, 104 men and boys left
to find goldwas
by 56 people. Not
the following year. They wanted
all
56
people
London. They arrived in Jamestown
signed it on the
not want to stay in Virginia.
same day.
John Hancock
silver. But many of the men did
were
was cold and damp. The colonists sign it. His was the first man to
It
hard.
very
was
signature
Living in Jamestown
from Britain helped the
with Powhatan natives. Goods
This is why people was the largest.
often sick. There were fights
became an important
call
farm and grow tobacco. Tobacco
their John Hancock. a signature
colony. The settlers started to

History

8.5" x 11" • 208–216 pages + Digital Resources
Grade
ISBN
Kindergarten
978-1-4258-1392-5
First Grade
978-1-4258-1393-2
Second Grade
978-1-4258-1394-9
Third Grade
978-1-4258-1395-6
Fourth Grade
978-1-4258-1396-3
Fifth Grade
978-1-4258-1397-0
Sixth Grade
978-1-4258-1398-7

1. Who was the
first

person to sign the
Declaration of Independ
a. George Washing
ence?
ton
b. John Hancock
c. Benjamin Franklin
d. John Adams

The British arrive in Virginia.

1. What did the Virginia Company
a. silver and gold
b. good hunting
2. What cash crop did Virginia
a. apples

Why didn’t George
New2.World?
Washington sign
the Declaration
a. He was in Britain.
of Independence?
b. He didn’t want
to sign it.
d. natives to work for them
c. He was fighting
the British.
d. He wasn’t asked
to.

of London want to find in the
c. land to farm

farmers grow?
c. tobacco

3. Who were the
first three presiden
d. cotton
ts of the United
b. potatoes
States?
________________
and Powhatan natives fought?
________________
3. Why do you think the colonists
________________
________________
______________
________________
a. The colonists were all men.
________________
________________
with the natives.
________________
b. The colonists wouldn’t trade
______________
________________
native land.
on
________
living
were
colonists
________
c. The
________________
________________
tobacco.
______________
d. The colonists were growing
© Shell Education Days of Social Studies
51396—180
© Shell Education

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!
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51396—180 Days
of Social Studies
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STUDENT ACTIVITY BOOKS

Building Vocabulary
Unlock the magic and meaning of words
Set students up for academic success in as little as 20 minutes a day with this simple, research-based
systematic approach to teaching academic vocabulary. Empower students with the tools and strategies
they need to decode words independently.
Student Guided Practice Book
➤ Help students unlock the magic and meaning of academic vocabulary with daily lessons available in print and
digital formats
➤ Make the content relevant and engaging with real-world examples and practical application
➤ Teachers can quickly evaluate student understanding

Teacher’s Guide
➤ Reduce prep time by utilizing the short, daily lessons, embedded professional development, and additional tools
provided for effective vocabulary instruction
➤ Build teacher capacity with targeted instruction on common spelling issues, differentiation strategies, and
support for bilingual students
Ordering Options:

Building Vocabulary Practice Books Ages 4–14
Sold individually so you can buy the quantity you need

__________ Date: __________________
Name: _________________________________

Meet the Root

in each
Talk about the meaning of “not”
Directions: Turn to your partner.
that have the
spokes with two other in– words
of the words. Fill in the blank
meaning of “not.”
invisible

incorrect

Name: ___________________________________________ Date: __________________

Divide and Conquer
Directions: Draw a slash after the prefix in each word. Write the meaning of
the prefix in the first blank. In the second blank, rewrite the base word. Then,
pick the best definition from the Definition Bank. Write the letter in the box.
Word

incomplete

in– = “not”

inactive

UNIT 2

1.

incredible

2.

informal

3.

Prefix means

Base word is

inedible

4. i n e x p e n s i v e
5.

©
100898—Building Vocabulary:

Student Guided Practice Book

| Teacher Created Materials

ISBN
978-1-4938-8997-6
978-1-4938-8998-3
978-1-4938-8999-0
978-1-4938-9000-2
978-1-4938-9001-9
978-1-4938-9002-6

invisible

part of the
words. Make sure that “not” is
Write sentences for four of the
with your classmates.
Make It Yours!
meaning. Share your sentences
_______
___________________________
___________________________
_______ 1. Choose one word. Draw a
_________
_________
_________
___________________________
picture of it.
_______
___________________________
2. Choose two words and use
___________________________
_______
_________
__________________
them in the same sentence.
___________________________
3. How is the meaning of visible
different from the meaning
of invisible?

40

Lesson 6: Negative Prefix in– = “not”

“not”
in– =Words
Compund
ble Prefix
6: Negative
1: Two-Sylla
Lesson
Lesson

2
UNIT 1

Level
Level K
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

CA

R

T
EN

S

Definition Bank
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

casual
amazing; hard to believe
cheap; not costly
out of sight; unseen
not fit to eat

4. How is the meaning of edible
different from the meaning
of inedible?

©
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Practice Books & Teacher’s Guide Sets

Ages 4–14

Each set includes 20 student guided practice books and one teacher’s guide
Teacher’s Guide: 8.5” x 11” • 224-248 pages · Student Guided Practice Book: 8.5” x 11” • 120-176 pages
Level
Level K
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

6

ISBN
978-1-0876-6378-4
978-1-0876-6379-1
978-1-0876-6380-7
978-1-0876-6381-4
978-1-0876-6382-1
978-1-0876-6383-8

Level
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

ISBN
978-1-0876-6384-5
978-1-0876-6385-2
978-1-0876-6386-9

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

Level
Level 6
Level 7
Level 8

ISBN
978-1-4938-9003-3
978-1-4938-9004-0
978-1-4938-9005-7

Build reading skills with fun
phonics activities
Sequentially introduce the sound-symbol relationships of the alphabet with
fun phonics instruction.
Student Guided Practice Book
➤ Engaging activities reinforce letter-sound relationships
➤ Helpful letter form guides, word lists, and picture dictionaries provide
additional practice opportunities

Rose and Dad

Long o

Name __________________________________________________

Directions: Say the name of each picture. The letters
On
are mixed up. Spell the word correctly in the blank.

1.

Targeted Phonics Practice Books Ages 4–7
Sold individually so you can buy the quantity you need:
8.5” x 11” • 120-176 pages
Level
My First Consonants and Vowels
More Consonants, Blends, and
Digraphs
Short Vowel Rimes
Short Vowel Storybooks
Long Vowel Storybooks

ISBN
978-1-4333-2272-3
978-1-4333-3991-2
978-1-4333-2944-9
978-1-4333-1999-0
978-1-4333-2943-2



2.

stoen

notes

Rose and Bos

e

Name ________

____________

____________
Directions:
______
Read the wor
ds in the box
correct word
. Choose the
to complete
each senten
word in the
ce. Write the
blank.

mow

flow

blow

1. Rose saw
the wind

ocen

2. Bose hear
da
4.

roep

5.
34

Long o

____________

ttoe

3.

the Road with

tow

crow

b lo w
.

3. Rose saw
the river

.

4. Bose saw
a man

poel

5. Rose saw
a tug

#13943—Long Vowel Storybooks—Student Guided Practice Book

.

.
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a boat.
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Focused Reading
Bridge the gap between struggling and
proficient readers
Name: _________________________________________________

Date: ________________

Lesson

18

Word Work
Part 1: Verbs
Directions: Read the verbs below. Color the past-tense verbs green,
present-tense verbs orange, and future-tense verbs yellow.
laughed

talk

cooked

will enjoy

will talk
jogged

will laugh

jog

enjoy

talked

enjoyed

will jog

cook

will cook

Part 2: Language and Vocabulary

➤ Engaging writing activities prompt students to use text evidence to recall key details

Directions: Read the words below. Sort each word by the root they
have in common.
dictate

paragraph

graphite

predict

contradict

verdict

photograph

graph: to write or draw

Student Guided Practice Book
➤ High-interest text passages and activities enhance key skills and provide progress
monitoring opportunities

laugh

autograph

This dynamic practice book is the perfect tool to bring students up to grade level
and improve test scores!

➤ Increasingly complex texts provide challenging practice to build fluency and mastery

dic: to speak

Challenge: Write a sentence using one word from each column.
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
© Teacher Created Materials
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Focused Reading Practice Books Ages 4–14
Sold individually so you can buy the quantity you need.
8.5” x 11” • 120-176 pages
Level
ISBN
Grade K
978-1-4807-4174-4
Grade 1
978-1-4807-4175-1
Grade 2
978-1-4807-4176-8
Grade 3
978-1-4807-4177-5
Grade 4
978-1-4807-4178-2
Grade 5
978-1-4807-4179-9

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

Level
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8

ISBN
978-1-4807-4180-5
978-1-4807-4181-2
978-1-4807-4182-9

7

STUDENT ACTIVITY BOOKS

Targeted Phonics

EARLY YEARS LITERACY

My Sight Words
My Sight Words
Ages 3—7+ · Grades Pre·K–1
Create a love for reading in your youngest students.
Bring the joy of independent reading to new and emerging readers with
My Sight Words. Students will learn to recognize the most frequently used
words in written English.
➤ Research shows that students who master high-frequency words read
with greater confidence and fluency.
➤ The 100 words students will study throughout the series make up roughly
50 percent of words used in print.

Ordering Options:

Curriculum Includes:
➤ Books - Includes all titles (PK-K has 24 titles & Grade 1 has
48 titles), 6 copies of each
➤ Management Guide
➤ Lesson Plans one per title
➤ Digital Resources includes eBooks, activities, and audio

6-Packs Include:
➤ Books – Includes 6 copies of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan – Includes the lesson and activities for the
selected title

5

min.

During Readin

g

Read the Book

Note: If children
have
can be read independ read In Your Backpack and
completed the
ently. Skip to
lesson, this book
Talk about the
Book below.
steps to read each
page.
• Point to each
word (and rebus
image) as you
words in this phrase.
count, and say,
Three are spelled
“There are four
picture. Let’s
with letters, and
read them.”
one is shown with
• Point to each
a
word (and rebus
image) as you
• Have children
read slowly.
point to each word
(and rebus image)
• Run your finger
as they read slowly.
beneath the words
fluently, reading
(and rebus image)
the way you speak.
as you read the
• Have children
phrase
run their fingers
beneath the words
read the phrase
fluently, reading
(and rebus image)
the way they speak.
as they

A Gift for

Use the following

Name: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________

A Gift for You

My Words Practice

10
min.

Color

Demonstrate understanding
of the organization and basic
features of print.
Read common high-frequency
words by sight.

Spell

Read emergent-reader texts with
purpose and understanding.

Book

questions to discuss
the book.
Before Reading
• Why might
someone give you
these gifts?
• What gift would
you like to give?
To whom would
• What is your
you give it?
favorite gift from
1. Gather children together on the rug or in their chairs.
the book?
2. Use the following details to explain everyday words.
Talk about the
Words
• Everyday words are all around. They are the most common Use
words
English.
theinword
list on page 12
of the book to
• You can find them in books, on posters, and on signs.
review the everyday
Compare
words.
• We study everyday words so that we can remember them. We• can
read them
the word list to
the words you
• Repeat the
wrote on the board
easily wherever we see them.
say-spell-say for
before reading.
each word.
Posteveryday
• With some words, we focus on each sound to read the word. •With
the words on a
word wall or My
Words board to
words, we memorize the word and letters.
reference in the
future.
Revisi
3. Write the focus words a, for, and you on the board.

15

Objectives

by:

After Reading

Talk about the

Use the following

min.

Introduce Everyday Words

a

for you

t the Book

Words

a for you

Read

a

for you
truck

a

for you
scooter



6

a

for you

a

A Gift For You

Get Ready to Read
Teacher Created Materials

Color: Have children say the words as they color in the letters.
Spell: Have children cut the letters below and glue them into the boxes to form words.
Read: Have children point to each word as they read the phrase.

bike

7

5301 Oceanus Drive
Huntington Beach, CA 92649-1030
www.tcmpub.com

101726 (i23776)
ISBN 978-1-4938-9957-9
© 2019 Teacher Created Materials, Inc.

a

f

o

101726 (i23776)—A Gift For You

8

4. Point to the word and its letters as you say-spell-say each word with the children.
Use the
Have each child say-spell-say each word as he or she “writes” the wordfollowing
with a ideas
the book and everyday to create independent workstati
finger on the rug or table.
ons so children
words on their
can revisit
own.
• Copycat Book:
Copy the page
Introduce the Book
and cut into strips.
writing tool to
each child. On
the first strip, guide Give a set of strips and a
Use the following steps to introduce the children to A Gift for You. Then, have them draw
children to trace
a picture of the
On the next two
the title.
strips, guide children people they would like to
• Guide children to locate the front cover, back cover, and book pages.
give gifts to.
gift to give. Staple
completed books to trace the everyday words and
• Read the title on the front cover, and explain that the title tells
• the
together.
draw a
Myreader
Wordsabout
Practice:
the book.
child. Guide childrenCopy the page. Give crayons,
scissors, and glue
to color, spell,
complete
to each
• Point to the cover image, and ask children what they see. Explain
that the
cover
d pages
to create a cumulatiand read the everyday words.
Collect
image tells the reader about the book.
• Read to a Friend:
ve-word notebook
.
Place the book
in an independ
children
• Read the summary on the back cover. Explain that the summary
tells the
to reader
read the
ent-readi
read. If possible, book aloud to each other, pointing ng area. Guide
about the book.
allow children
to each word as
to record themselv
they
• Have children use the title, cover image, and summary to predict what the book
es as they read.
is about.
101726 (i23776)—

r

y

o

u
© Teacher Created Materials

Image Credits: all images from iStock
and/or Shutterstock.
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Use the following steps to guide children to become readers.
• Say, “We are readers. Readers read words and look at images in books to learn or
enjoy a story. Let’s practice what readers do.”
• Hold the book carefully.
• Read words from left to right, top to bottom, and page to page.
• Look at the images from page to page.
• Practice the words so they can read the way they speak.
• Talk about what they read.

101726 (i23776)—A Gift For You

Order through your Distributor Today!

© Teacher Created

Materials
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Materials
101726 (i23776)—

A Gift For You

My Sight Words
English: 978-1-4938-9801-5

Curriculum includes:

They are in

.

They are in

.
traffic

school

2

3

They are in

.

They are in

➤ Books—6 copies each of 24 titles that cover 25
high-frequency words
➤ Management Guide
➤ Lesson Plans—1 per title
➤ Digital Resources including eBooks, activities,
and audio

.
traffic

school

2

3

Beautiful Brown

Beginning Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
High-frequency words are listed above each book pair; 25 high-frequency words total
a, for, you

A Gift for You
English 978-1-4938-9957-9

In Your Backpack
English 978-1-4938-9972-2

a, as

Beautiful Brown
English 978-1-4938-9962-3

Colorful
English 978-1-4938-9964-7

he, his

Draw It
English 978-1-4938-9967-8

Play Ball!
English 978-1-4938-9978-4

a, in, on

In a Box
English 978-1-4938-9971-5

On the Road
English 978-1-4938-9977-7

at, the, to

Around School
English 978-1-4938-9958-6

Around Town
English 978-1-4938-9959-3

is, it, was

Before and After
English 978-1-4938-9963-0

Earth Changes
English 978-1-4938-9966-1

and, of

Hold It
English 978-1-4938-9968-5

Tools for the Job
English 978-1-4938-9980-7

that, this, is

Kid-Sezed
English 978-1-4938-9974-6

This and That
English 978-1-4938-9979-1

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

a, be, with

Be Happy
English 978-1-4938-9960-9

Be Kind
English 978-1-4938-9961-6

are, in, they

Messy Dogs
English 978-1-4938-9965-4

In
English 978-1-4938-9973-9

have, I

I Have Lunch
English 978-1-4938-9969-2

I Have Music
English 978-1-4938-9970-8

from, is, the

My Birthday Party
English 978-1-4938-9975-3

My Fort
English 978-1-4938-9976-0

9

EARLY YEARS LITERACY

Ages 3—6+ • Grade Pre·K—K

EARLY YEARS LITERACY

My Sight Words
Ages 5—7+ • Grade 1
English: 978-1-4938-9802-2

Curriculum includes:

➤ Books—6 copies each of 48 titles that cover
75 high-frequency words
➤ Management Guide
➤ Lesson Plans—1 per title
➤ Digital Resources including eBooks, activities,
and audio

Celebrate!

Beginning Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
High-frequency words are listed above each book pair; 75 high-frequency words total
like, make, she, would

At the Bakery
English 978-1-4938-9981-4

Fun with Blocks
English 978-1-4938-9982-1

by, find, go, some, water

Bathtime!
English 978-1-4938-9987-6

By the Lake
English 978-1-4938-9988-3

made, more, number, she, two, what

Cooking with Nonna
English 978-1-4938-9994-4

On a Hot Day
English 978-1-4938-9983-8

On a Cold Day
English 978-1-4938-9984-5

do, get, which

Lunch Order
English 978-1-4938-9989-0

Time for Art!
English 978-1-4938-9990-6

about, words, write

Science Notes
English 978-1-4938-9995-1

Write About It
English 978-1-4938-9996-8



In Her Workshop
English 978-1-4938-9993-7

can, day, some, use, who

View sample pages online: Click Here
10
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go, we, will, when

To the Beach
English 978-1-4938-9985-2

To the Park
English 978-1-4938-9986-9

said, she, there, time

Celebrate!
English 978-1-4938-9991-3

Weather Wear
English 978-1-4938-9992-0

down, go, see, we

Down the River
English 978-1-4938-9997-5

The Girl Down the Road
English 978-1-4938-9998-2

My Sight Words
EARLY YEARS LITERACY

Ages 5—7+ • Grade 1
6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

Beginning Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
by, look, many, their

By Their House
English 978-1-4938-9999-9

By Their Toy Box
English 978-1-6429-0000-2

day, first, long, one, then, we

Let’s Camp!
English 978-1-6429-0005-7

One Long Day
English 978-1-6429-0006-4

these, which, your

Soccer or Basketball
English 978-1-6429-0011-8

Two Artists
English 978-1-6429-0012-5

been, but, down, had, now, up

Up and Down
English 978-1-6429-0017-0

All Around
English 978-1-6429-0018-7

an, has, more, than

Many Legs
English 978-1-6429-0023-1

More!
English 978-1-6429-0024-8

not, see, we, will

Nature Walk
English 978-1-6429-0001-9

Circus Fun
English 978-1-6429-0002-6

can, her, him, like, so, them

Like Them
English 978-1-6429-0007-1

Music, Music, Music
English 978-1-6429-0008-8

am, my, part

I Am a Part
English 978-1-6429-0013-2

Part of the World
English 978-1-6429-0014-9

all, did, come, no, were

Where Are the Animals?
English 978-1-6429-0019-4

Come Home, Cats
English 978-1-6429-0020-0

do, go, its, find, way, we, which

Zoo Map
English 978-1-6429-0025-5

Store Map
English 978-1-6429-0026-2

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

do, how, go, people, some

Getting Around
English 978-1-6429-0003-3

Mountain Travel
English 978-1-6429-0004-0

can, day, each, some, time

On the Job
English 978-1-6429-0009-5

Take Care of You
English 978-1-6429-0010-1

into, look, or, what, who

Hide and Seek
English 978-1-6429-0015-6

Blending In
English 978-1-6429-0016-3

could, if, what

What If They Could Fly?
English 978-1-6429-0021-7

Super Babies!
English 978-1-6429-0022-4

call, each, other, out

Day Animals, Night
Animals
English 978-1-6429-0027-9

Loud Animals
English 978-1-6429-0028-6
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Targeted Phonics
Ages 3-8+ • Grades Pre·K–2
Unleash the world of phonics with engaging characters and stories.
This fresh, current approach to teaching phonics is designed to help
students unlock words and build a foundation for comprehension and
literacy skills.
➤ Sequentially introduces the sound-symbol relationships of the
alphabet following best practices for phonics instruction.
➤ Scaffolds text complexity to support comprehension development.
➤ Is intentional, purposeful, and accessible for all teachers
and students.

Ordering Options:

No!

No!

Glossary

bug

jug

Is Kip as big as a pit?

Is Kip as little as a
mitt?

10

hugs

mug
Sight Words

I like hugs!

11

rug

I
am
a
in
This my
like

10

11

10 - 11

Curriculum Includes:
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

Books - 6 copies of each of each title
Teacher’s Guide with lesson plans for each book
Assessment Guide
Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

Student Guided Practice Books (see page 7):
➤ Engaging activities reinforce letter-sound relationships
➤ Helpful letter form guides, word lists, and picture dictionaries
provide

6-Packs Include:

Late Kate

Book 1

Learning Objectives
• Students will identify and produce the long a
sound, both elongated and in CVCe words.
• Students will distinguish between the short a and
long a sounds.
• Students will understand the role of the letter e in
CVCe words.
• Students will distinguish between real and
nonsense words containing the long a sound.
• Language objective: Students will use English to
interact in the classroom.

Long a Stories

• Book 1 • Late
Kate

➤ Books – Includes 6 copies of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan – Includes the lesson and activities for the
selected title

Materials

Reading the Book
Vocabulary

Determine student
s’ familiarity with
baseball term
the
first base. Offer
support as
needed.

Before Readin
g the Book
1. Ask

Second Readin
g

students if they
have ever been
for something.
Discuss what kinds late
things can cause
of
someone to be
late.
2. Show the cover
and title of the
book to
students. Read
the title aloud.
Ask if
anyone knows
why
Ask if anyone can the title is Late Kate.
guess what she
for.
is late

First Reading

1. Read the first
page
Explain to student of the book aloud.
s that Kate is the
narrator in the
story.
2. Reinforce the
pattern that develop
beginning on
page 4 by emphas s
the words I race
izing
and I stop.
3. Read the story
aloud in full.

• Listening Activity: 3 x 5-inch cards
• Art Activity: materials for each student—two
sheets of white construction paper, three or more
pieces of string cut into 12-inch lengths, and small
bowls of tempera paint in a variety of colors.

1. Read page 3
aloud to student
s.
2. Tell them that
you will read all
the
sentences that
begin with I race
to….
The students are
to read aloud
the
sentences that
begin with I stop
to….
Continue this
process for pages
4–13.
3. Read aloud
page 14 togethe
r.

Third Reading

1. Divide the class
into two groups.
2. Read aloud
pages 3 and 14
together.
3. Have one group
read all the sentenc
that begin with
es
I race to… and
have the
other group read
the sentences
that
begin with I stop
to….

Independent

Reading

Send the books
home with the
students
so they have the
opportunity to
practice
reading the books
independently.
Encourage them
to
to family membe read the books aloud
rs. Family membe
participate by
rs can
using
activities provided the questions and
on page 16 of
each book.

Book Summary
Kate is always in a hurry and hates to be late. She’ll race to
do something and then get distracted and stop to wave
at someone, take a break, and so on. Finally, her mother
gives her a gift that might help her never be late again.



Decodable Words

My name is Kate.
I hate to be late.

I race to make first
base.
3

4

and

get

not

a

I

the

at

hate

race

be

is

to

bake

Jake

rake

first

my

who

base

Kate

stop

for

see

cake

lace

take

came

lake

wave

dates

late

will

fix

make

win

game

name

#15104 (i5822)—Late Kate

TCM 15104_i5822 Late Kate.indd 1

12

Discussion Quest

ions

• What might
Kate be racing
to on page 3?
school or going
(Possible answers
to day camp.)
include: going
• It is not a big
to
problem when
Kate stops to wave
sometimes Kate
when baking a
creates problem
cake. Howeve
name an example
s for
r,
. (When Kate stoppedothers when she stops. Ask
who came to the
students
to fix her lace and
game.)
when she stopped to
• What did Kate’s
to see
mom do to try
to solve Kate’s
• Do you think
problem? (She
a watch will keep
gave her a watch.)
Kate from being
late? Why or why
not?

Sight Words

2

#15104 (i5822)—

Late Kate
© Teacher Created

Challenge WordTCM 15104_i5822
break

Late Kate.indd

Materials

2

11/5/19 2:05
PM
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Targeted Phonics
Ages 3—6+ • Grades Pre·K–K
English: 978-1-4333-4631-6

Curriculum includes:

21 Books (12 pages)—6 copies of each title with
decodable text in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

My F Words

Ff

_______________

________ Date:
Name: ____________________

the letter
Directions: Trace and write

Ff.

below. Find and color
Directions: Look at the letters
them. What did you make?
the boxes that have f’s in

f

f

f

f

t

x

f

f

f

b

j

u

r

f

z

r

f

f

n

c

f

f

f

q

f

h

k

v

w

f

o

p

f

g

l

m

n

f

m

d

©Teacher Created Materials

Look at the cloud.

#13272—My First Consonants

and Vowels—Student Guided

Where are the clouds?

17

Practice Book

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

English 978-1-4333-4624-8

English 978-1-4333-4608-8

English 978-1-4333-4609-5

English 978-1-4333-4610-1

English 978-1-4333-4625-5

English 978-1-4333-4611-8

English 978-1-4333-4612-5

English 978-1-4333-4613-2

English 978-1-4333-4626-2

English 978-1-4333-4614-9

English 978-1-4333-4615-6

English 978-1-4333-4616-3

English 978-1-4333-4617-0

English 978-1-4333-4618-7

English 978-1-4333-4627-9

English 978-1-4333-4619-4

English 978-1-4333-4620-0

English 978-1-4333-4621-7

English 978-1-4333-4622-4

English 978-1-4333-4628-6

English 978-1-4333-4623-1

Reading the Book

Learning Objectives

Aa
Sharon Coan

I like the apple.

I like the man.

Letter: Aa
Sound: /a/ as in apple
Book Summary
In this book, there is a hat, a cat,
and even a man. What other short
a words will your students find?

I

Sight Words
like the

Using the Book
1. Show student
s the
Point to the words cover of the book.
students repeat in the title and have
after you as you
them one by one.
say
2. Do a text walk
through the book.
students identify
Have
all the pictures
book. Mention
in the
that
a, the letter often with the short vowel
falls inside the
instead of at the
word
beginning.
3. Read the book
to students.
4. Have student
s reread the book
with you.
After each short
a word is read,
have
students clap
once and then
repeat the
word (bat, clap,
bat).
5. Place copies
of the
Center for indepen book in the Library
dent reading.

• Students will learn and practice the short a sound.
• Students will write the capital and lowercase forms
of a.
• Students will use pictures for understanding.
• Language Objective: Students will use appropriate
learning strategies to construct and apply academic
knowledge.

Materials
• Introducing the Poem: white construction paper,
black, red, and green markers or crayons for each
student
• Building Oral Language: 6-inch square of paper
for each student, crayons, sentence strips, pocket
chart
• Introducing the Book: video clip of a caterpillar
• Below-Level Differentiating Instruction
Activity 1: chalk
Activity 2: yarn
Activity 4: half-gallon sealable bags, paint
• Center: paper, paints, paintbrushes

Differentiating

Instruction

Below-Level Instru
Beginning Langu ction for
age Learners

1. Draw a hopscot
ch
Write the upper- on the playground.
and lowercase
form
the letter a on
each of the squares of
students take
. Have
turns hopping
through
the hopscotch
and
and its short sound.naming the letter
2. Provide student
s with lengths
of yarn.
Have them use
the
shape of the letter yarn to make the
a.
3. Fill several half-gall
with two to three on resealable bags
tablespoons of
Seal the bag tightly.
paint.
Have students
the bag on a fl
lay
at surface and
use their
hands to smooth
out
bag. Have student the paint in the
practice writing s use their fingers to
the letter a.

Letter Formation
Teach students to form the capital and lowercase letters
using the directions shown on the diagram below.

My Short A Words
grass
apple
hat
bat
lamb
cat
man
caterpillar
fan

© Teacher Created

Materials

On/Above-Level
Instruction for
Extending Langu
age Learning

1. Introduce a
short a word family.
sheet of chart
paper, write the On a
-at rime.
Show student
s how changin
g the initial
letter(s) forms
different words
that all
rhyme (bat, cat,
fat, hat, sat).
• Write the word
and make a quick
illustration (if possible
).
• Go over the
meaning of each
word in
the word family.
2. Create a list
on chart paper
of words that
contain both the
short a and the
a sound. Remind
long
students what
the short a makes.
sound
up. Say each word Have students stand
Students should aloud to students.
crouch down if
hear the short
they
a sound, and remain
standing if they
do not hear the
a sound.
short

#15624 (i5817)—

My Short A Words
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Book

Determine student
s’ familiarity with
term caterpillar.
If possible, show the
video clip of a
caterpillar walking them a
or tree.
on a leaf
Note: The second
a in caterpillar
r-controlled and
is
does not make
the short
a sound.

My Short A Words.indd

My Short A Wor
ds

Introducing the
Vocabulary

M y S h o r t A Wo r d s

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
3

3
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EARLY YEARS LITERACY

My First Consonants and
Vowels

EARLY YEARS LITERACY

Targeted Phonics
More Consonants, Blends,
and Digraphs
Ages 3—7+ • Grades Pre·K–1
English: 978-1-4333-4656-9

Curriculum includes:
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

Cl

My Cl Words

___
_________ Date: __________

Name: ____________________

below. Trace the Cl and
Directions: Name each picture
. Then read the sentences.
cl to complete each sentence

2.

1.

is for

ock.

3.

is for

ass.

5.

is for
34

21 Books (12 pages)—6 copies of each title with decodable
text in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

#14991—More Consonants,

oud.

is for

4.

imb.

is for

6.

own.Look

is for

iff.
Blends, and Digraphs—Student

Guided Practice Book

at the cloud.

Where are the clouds?
Look at the cloud.

©Teacher Created Materials

Where are the clouds?

4-5

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

English 978-1-4333-4634-7

English 978-1-4333-4635-4

English 978-1-4333-4636-1

English 978-1-4333-4637-8

English 978-1-4333-4638-5

English 978-1-4333-4639-2

English 978-1-4333-4640-8

English 978-1-4333-4641-5

English 978-1-4333-4642-2

English 978-1-4333-4643-9

English 978-1-4333-4644-6

English 978-1-4333-4645-3

English 978-1-4333-4646-0

English 978-1-4333-4647-7

English 978-1-4333-4648-4

English 978-1-4333-4649-1

English 978-1-4333-4650-7

My V Words

English 978-1-4333-4633-0

English 978-1-4333-4651-4

English 978-1-4333-4652-1

English 978-1-4333-4653-8

Reading the Poem
Introducing the

Poem

Using the Poem
1. Read the poem
with

student



s. Have
students give
a thumbs up sign
when
a v word is read.
2. Provide copies
of the
to place in a poetry poem for students
folder. They can
practice reading
the poem in this
during free-cho
folder
ice, independent,
paired-reading
or
time.
3. Reread the
poem through
out the day.
Choral and repeate
fluency. Encoura d readings will build
ge
actions and gesturesstudents to create
to go with the
poem, or develop
a melody or tune
singing the poem.
for

2

My V Word

1. Before reading
the
draw their favorite poem, have students
construction paper.vegetable on
Have student
describe their
drawing by saying s
their vegetable
what
looks like and
how it
tastes.
2. On a large sheet
of chart paper,
write the
poem and have
students observe
words. Allow
the
student
words they already s to say or guess
know aloud to
class.
the

by Sharon

vegetable
s
And feed
them to
your pet.

Building Oral

Language

1. In addition
to the words found
in the
poem, have student
s brainstorm other
items that begin
with
preteach the words the letter v. To
may wish to include from the book, you
van, vegetables,
vet, and vine.
vest,
2. Provide student
s with a 6-inch
square
of paper. Have
them draw an
item
begins with the
that
letter v. Help student
label the items
s
as needed.
3. On sentenc
e strips, write the
sentence
frames This is a
_____ and Find
the _____.
Place them in
a pocket chart.
4. Have student
s complete one
of the
sentences with
the picture they
drew
and read it aloud
to
van, Find the vest, the group (This is a
and so on).

#15634 (i5859)—

My V Words
© Teacher Created

This is a vine.

14

Find the vine.

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!
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s

Coan

V is for the
violet
van
That takes
you to
the vet,
Who says
to
get some

My V Words.indd

Materials

2

11/6/19 10:36
AM

Targeted Phonics
Ages 4—8+ • Grades Pre·K–1
English: 978-1-4333-4606-4

Each kit includes:

18 Books (12 pages)—6 copies of each title with decodable
text in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

-ug

Hug a Bug

_____
_______ Date: __________
Name: ____________________

-ug to finish each word.
Directions: Write the letters
a line from each word to
Then read the words. Draw
its picture.

1.

2.

3.

4.

b
j
r
m
h

Glossary

bug

jug

5.

© Teacher Created Materials

hugs

#13944—Short Vowel Rimes—Student

Guided Practice Book

53

mug
Sight Words

I am a bug.

bug

I like hugs!
3

rug

I
am
a
in
This my
like

10

2

11

10 - 11

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

English 978-1-4333-4586-9

English 978-1-4333-4587-6

English 978-1-4333-4588-3

English 978-1-4333-4589-0

English 978-1-4333-4590-6

English 978-1-4333-4591-3

English 978-1-4333-4592-0

English 978-1-4333-4593-7

English 978-1-4333-4594-4

English 978-1-4333-4595-1

English 978-1-4333-4596-8

English 978-1-4333-4597-5

English 978-1-4333-4598-2

English 978-1-4333-4599-9

English 978-1-4333-4600-2

English 978-1-4333-4601-9

English 978-1-4333-4602-6

English 978-1-4333-4603-3

Differentiating

Instruction

tion for Beginn

ing Language

1. Write the word
wag on the board.
2. Discuss the
word and its meaning
Explain that each
.
word in the story
includes a rime
that is made up
of an a
and a g.
3. Have student
s practice saying
and
writing -ag.
4. As a group,
discuss the other
-ag words
in the story and
have students
practice
saying the rime
and,
writing each word. as appropriate,

On/Above-Level
Activity 3

Instruction for

1. Write the words
tag and bag on
the
board.
2. Ask student
s if they know
different
ways that these
two words can
be
used. If necessa
ry, use the followin
sentences to support
g
this discussion:
• Tag the person
when you play
the game.

• The shirt has
a tag on the back
of it.
• I brought a bag
with me to the
store.
• Bag all of the
apples before
you
weigh them.
3. Talk with student
s
meanings of these about the different
difference betweenwords. Discuss the
nouns and verbs.

Activity 4

1. Write the followin
g two sentenc
es on
the board: I like
this _____. I do
not like
this _____.
2. Ask student
s to help
of -ag words from you generate a list
the sentence that the story. Talk about
works best for
-ag word.
each

tag

I like this tag.

© Teacher Created

TCM 15586_i5840

6

Learners

Activity 2

1. Have student
s work in pairs.
Distribu
five index cards
to each pair. Have te
students work
together to write
one of the cards.
-ag
Model for student on
how to write the
s
initial consona
nts
from the book
(w, b, r, and t) on
the
other cards.
2. Have pairs play
a game in which
student uses two
one
index cards to
word, while the
build a
other student
guesses
the word. Have
them take turns
each task.
doing

Extending Langu

age Learning

Short a Rimes
• -ag • Wag
!

Below-Level Instruc
Activity 1

3. Then ask student
s what else they
like or not like
that would include may
word that has
a
the -ag sound
in it (lag,
flag, nag, etc.).
Talk about what
each
word means.

Activity 5

1. Point out the
use of exclama
tion
points on the
last page
Review with student of this book.
may have included s why the author
an exclamation
point after each
Wag (to show strong
emotion).
2. Write the sentenc
es below on the
board. Ask voluntee
rs to finish each
sentence with
a period or exclama
point.
tion
• I love to eat
(!)
• I have a dog
(.)
• I am so excited
(!)
• I need to take
a nap (.)
3. Discuss how
other words in
the story
could require
exclamation points.

Materials
#15586 (i5840)—

Wag!

3

Wag.indd 3

7
11/5/19 3:04
PM

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!
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Short Vowel Rimes

EARLY YEARS LITERACY

Targeted Phonics
Short Vowel Storybooks
Ages 4—8+ • Grades Pre·K–2
English: 978-1-4333-4146-5

Curriculum includes:
➤

S

➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
ec ti o n

18 Books (16 pages)—6 copies of each title with
decodable text in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

Short i Stories

3 Kip Gets Fit
1 How Big is Kip? 2 Kip Wins!
Short i Overview
Learning Objectives

i vowel sound.
• Students will learn the short
sound of short a and short i.
• Students will compare the

Materials

Character cards for Kip and the

Todd family

Introduction

Kip and his role as the
character cards to introduce
Use the Kip and the Todd Family
adventure. He wants to grow
who is four years old, loves an
youngest in the family. Kip,
seen in Kip Gets Fit. Kip
He also wants to be strong, as
up, as seen in How Big Is Kip?
in Kip Wins! Through all of his
debates the choice of a prize
shows his natural charm as he
lovable.
adventures he stays happy and
short i vowel sound. The
wealth of CVC words with the
a
to
exposed
be
will
support the text,
Readers
repeated lines of text. The illustrations The activities below
stories feature patterned and
use the pictures to read independently.
making it easy for students to
are read.
i vowel sound before the stories
can be used to review the short

Activity 1

Yes!

Decodable Words
kid

pin

big

king

pit

bin

Kip

rig

dill

mitt

ring

hill

pig

Activity 2

Tell
1. Say the words in and pin aloud.
you say
students to listen closely as
if the
them again so they can tell you
or the
short i sound is at the beginning
middle of the word.
and say
2. Write the words on the board
your
each one slowly while running
the
out
Point
finger under the letters.
position of the letter i.
pairs of
3. Repeat with the following
hit.
words: if, tiff; ill, hill; is, his; it,

Ask
1. Say the words at and it aloud.
has
students to identify which word
the short i sound at the beginning.
Ask students
2. Say the words pat and pit.
short i
to identify which word has the
sound in the middle.
of the
3. Say one of the words in each
students
following word pairs, asking
in the
to identify whether the sound
big;
middle is short a or short i: bag,
fin; fat, fit;
ban, bin; bat, bit; dad, did; fan,
lad, lid; lap,
had, hid; ham, him; jam, Jim;
rick; rag, rig;
lip; nap, nip; pack, pick; rack,
sick;
ram, rim; rang, ring; rap, rip; sack,
tick; tap,
sang, sing; sat, sit; sax, six; tack,
tip; wag, wig; zap, zip.

Sight Words
a
how
is
little

8
© Teacher Created Materials

as

Kip wants to get fit.
Kip will fill up a bin.

Kip will fill it to the
rim.

no

Is Kip as big as a kid?
Yes! Kip is a big kid!
9

or
yes

14

15

45

#14174—Short Vowel Storybooks
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Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

English 978-1-4333-4127-4

English 978-1-4333-4128-1

English 978-1-4333-4129-8

English 978-1-4333-4130-4

English 978-1-4333-4131-1

English 978-1-4333-4132-8

English 978-1-4333-4133-5

English 978-1-4333-4134-2

English 978-1-4333-4135-9

English 978-1-4333-4136-6

English 978-1-4333-4137-3

English 978-1-4333-4138-0

English 978-1-4333-4139-7

English 978-1-4333-4140-3

English 978-1-4333-4141-0

English 978-1-4333-4142-7

English 978-1-4333-4143-4

Short a Stories
• Book 1 • Dad
Wants a Nap

English 978-1-4333-4126-7

Gab.Gab.
Gab.

Yak. Yak.
Yak.

San, do not yak.
I want a nap.

San, do not gab.
I want a nap.

Reading the Book
Vocabulary

Determine student
word yak, which s’ familiarity with the
in this usage means
“talk a lot.” Off
er support as needed. to

Before Readin
g the Book
1. Ask

students if they
have ever been
interrupted by
a brother or sister,
adult, or even a
an
pet
trying to do somethiwhen they were
ng. Prompt them
to think about
times when they
were
playing a game,
looking at a book,
watching televisio
or
n. Perhaps there
recent classroo
is a
m time when a
project
got interrupted.

2. Show the cover
of the
Have them speculat book to students.
e on what Dad
trying to do.
is

First Reading

1. Tell students
that Dad is talking
on
the first page.
Explain that he
is the
narrator in the
story.

2. Point out San,
ensuring that student
know who she
s
is.
3. Read the story
aloud, stoppin
g at each
page so student
s can discuss what
think San is doing
they
on each page.

Discussion Quest

4

ions

5

Second Readin
g

1. Tell students
that you want them
to
you by reading
aloud the sentenc help
eI
a nap. Write the
sentence on the want
board
or show them the
sentence on a page.
2. Read page 3
together. Tell student
that they should
s
watch for this line
throughout the
story.
3. Begin the story.
Prompt
read the line through students to
page 11. Then
finish the story.

Third Reading

1. Divide student
s into two groups.
2. Have one or
more students
read aloud
I want a nap. Have
the other student
read the followin
g aloud: San. Do s
[yak]. Tell them
not
that beginning
on page
12, they will read
the rest of the
story
together.
3. Read the story
together.

Independent

Reading

Send the books
home with the
students
so they have the
opportunity to
practice
reading the books
indepen

dently.
Encourage them
to
to family membe read the books aloud
rs.
participate by using Family members can
activities provided the questions and
on page 16 of each
book.



• When do adults
around you say
they don’t want
responses might
to be interrup
be when they
ted? (Possible
are cooking, cleaning
on a project.)
, talking on the
phone, working
• Toward the end
of the story, San
page can you
first see what the was trying to help Dad solve
a problem. On
problem is? (Page
• Dad felt mad
what
8.)
and sad when
San wouldn’t quit
he felt once he
interrupting him.
realized she was
trying to help?
How
• What could San
(Accept any reasona do you think
have done diff
ble answers.)
erently so that
problem? (Accept
Dad realized she
any reasonable
had a solution
answers.)
to his

2

#15126 (i5783)—
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6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

Targeted Phonics
Ages 4—8+ • Grades Pre·K–2
English: 978-1-4333-4124-3

Curriculum includes:

18 Books (s16 pages)—6 copies of each title with decodable text
in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
Student Guided Practice Book
Digital Resources
Interactiv-eBooks
School-Home Connections

➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
Long o

Rose and Dad

__________

____________________
Name ____________________

of each picture. The letters
Directions: Say the name
correctly in the blank.
are mixed up. Spell the word

1.



stoen

2.

ttoe

3.

ocen

4.

They both have a
comb. Mom combs
Rose. Rose combs

They both like rain.
Rose floats her boat.
Bose does not like
his coat.

roep

poel

5.
34

notes

They both like rain.
Rose floats her boat.
Bose does not like
his coat.

Bose.

They both have a
comb. Mom combs
Rose. Rose combs
Bose.

8

9

9

8

nt Guided Practice Book
#13943—Long Vowel Storybooks—Stude

8-9
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Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

English 978-1-4333-4105-2

English 978-1-4333-4106-9

English 978-1-4333-4107-6

English 978-1-4333-4108-3

English 978-1-4333-4109-0

English 978-1-4333-4110-6

English 978-1-4333-4111-3

English 978-1-4333-4112-0

English 978-1-4333-4113-7

English 978-1-4333-4114-4

English 978-1-4333-4115-1

English 978-1-4333-4116-8

English 978-1-4333-4117-5

English 978-1-4333-4118-2

English 978-1-4333-4119-9

English 978-1-4333-4120-5

English 978-1-4333-4121-2

Short a Stories
• Book 1 • Dad
Wants a Nap

English 978-1-4333-4104-5

Reading the Book
Vocabulary

Determine student
word yak, which s’ familiarity with the
in this usage means
“talk a lot.” Off
er support as needed. to

Before Readin
g the Book
1. Ask

students if they
have ever been
interrupted by
a brother or sister,
adult, or even a
an
pet
trying to do somethiwhen they were
ng. Prompt them
to think about
times when they
were
playing a game,
looking at a book,
watching televisio
or
n. Perhaps there
recent classroo
is a
m time when a
project
got interrupted.
2. Show the cover
of the
Have them speculat book to students.
e on what Dad
trying to do.
is

First Reading

1. Tell students
that Dad is talking
on
the first page.
Explain that he
is the
narrator in the
story.
2. Point out San,
ensuring that student
know who she
s
is.
3. Read the story
aloud, stoppin
g at each
page so student
s can discuss what
think San is doing
they
on each page.

Discussion Quest

ions

My name is Kate.
I hate to be late.

Second Readin
g

1. Tell students
that you want them
to
you by reading
aloud the sentenc help
eI
a nap. Write the
sentence on the want
board
or show them the
sentence on a page.
2. Read page 3
together. Tell student
that they should
s
watch for this line
throughout the
story.
3. Begin the story.
Prompt
read the line through students to
page 11. Then
finish the story.

Third Reading

1. Divide student
s into two groups.
2. Have one or
more students
read aloud
I want a nap. Have
the other student
read the followin
g aloud: San. Do s
[yak]. Tell them
not
that beginning
on page
12, they will read
the rest of the
story
together.
3. Read the story
together.

Independent

Reading

Send the books
home with the
students
so they have the
opportunity to
practice
reading the books
independently.
Encourage them
to
to family membe read the books aloud
rs.
participate by using Family members can
activities provided the questions and
on page 16 of each
book.

• When do adults
around you say
they don’t want
responses might
to be interrup
be when they
ted? (Possible
are cooking, cleaning
on a project.)
, talking on the
phone, working
• Toward the end
of the story, San
page can you
first see what the was trying to help Dad solve
a problem. On
problem is? (Page
• Dad felt mad
what
8.)
and sad when
San wouldn’t quit
he felt once he
interrupting him.
realized she was
trying to help?
How
• What could San
(Accept any reasona do you think
have done diff
ble answers.)
erently so that
problem? (Accept
Dad realized she
any reasonable
had a solution
answers.)
to his

I race to make first
base.
3

4
2
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EARLY YEARS LITERACY

Long Vowel Storybooks

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Fiction Readers
Ages 4—11+ · Grades K–5
Read. Explore. Imagine.
These beautifully illustrated fiction books are designed to capture
readers’ attention and ignite their imaginations. Students’ reading
experiences will be broadened with engaging stories and a range of
genres and text types including graphic novels, adventure, fantasy,
mystery, science fiction, historical fiction, realistic fiction, and
traditional tales.
•

Bring stories to life with beautiful illustrations featured in each book

•

Build fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension skills to promote a
love of learning

•

Engage and challenge students with a variety of genres and topics
written by a diverse group of authors

Spanish
Available

Ordering Options:

Curriculum Includes:
➤ Books - Includes all 15 titles, 6 copies of each
➤ Teacher’s Guide – Includes lesson plans and activities for
each book
➤ Assessment Guide – Provides multiple assessment
opportunities for each book
➤ Digital Resources – Includes Interactiv-eBooks and audio
recording of books and poems

6-Packs Include:
➤ Books – Includes 6 copies of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan – Includes the lesson and activities
for the selected title

Spanish
Available

Reader’s Theater Script

Play Ball!

Reggie and Rex
have short legs.

They like to play ball.
Reader 1: Reggie and Rex have short legs.
Reader 2: They like to play ball.
Reader 3: Uh oh! They lose their ball.
Reader 1: They look upstairs and downstairs.
Reader 2: The ball is gone.
Reader 3: Uh oh! They see a tall dog.
Reader 1: Remi likes the ball. She chases the ball.
Reader 2: She cannot get the ball.



Reader 3: Reggie and Rex can help!
All: Rex says, “Let’s all play!” And they do.

2

18

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!
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5

Fiction Readers
Age 4—6+ • Grade K
English: 978-1-6433-5972-4
Spanish: 978-0-7439-2736-9

Curriculum includes:
➤

6

6

7

➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Lesson plan for each book
Implementation Guide
School–Home Connections
Audio of books

7

From Sea to Shining Sea

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Foundations

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Traditional Tales • Level 0.0

The Lion and the Mouse
English 978-1-6449-1464-9
Spanish 978-0-7439-2769-7

The Tortoise and the Hare
English 978-1-6449-1465-6
Spanish 978-0-7439-2770-3

National Treasures • Level 0.1

The Three Little Elephants
English 978-1-6449-1466-3
Spanish 978-0-7439-2771-0

You Can Count On It! • Level 0.2

Out of This World
English 978-1-6449-1473-1
Spanish 978-0-7439-2778-9

Who Took the Snacks?
English 978-1-6449-1474-8
Spanish 978-0-7439-2779-6

American Us!
English 978-1-6449-1467-0
Spanish 978-0-7439-2772-7

From Sea to Shining Sea
English 978-1-6449-1468-7
Spanish 978-0-7439-2773-4

Oh Hi, Ohio!
English 978-1-6449-1469-4
Spanish 978-0-7439-2774-1

Growth and Change • Level 0.3

Lemonade Stand
English 978-1-6449-1475-5
Spanish 978-0-7439-2780-2

Fred and Me
English 978-1-6449-1470-0
Spanish 978-0-7439-2775-8

The Ugly Duckling
English 978-1-6449-1477-9
Spanish 978-0-7439-2776-5

Make a Difference • Level 0.4

A Treat for Grandpa
English 978-1-6449-1472-4
Spanish 978-0-7439-2777-2

Name:______________
_____________________
________________

Word Study

Date: ______________

Beginning So
und

Directions:
Say
to the beginnin the word with your teac
her. Listen
g sound. Writ
e l or m.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Chuck’s Diner
English 978-1-6449-1476-2
Spanish 978-0-7439-2781-9

The Little Red Hen
English 978-1-6449-1471-7
Spanish 978-0-7439-2782-6

Puzzled
English 978-1-6449-1478-6
Spanish 978-0-7439-2783-3
©

| Teacher Created Materials
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Readers: The

Lion and the

Mouse

7

7

6/10/19 6:43
AM

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
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PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Fiction Readers
Foundations Plus
Age 4—6+ • Grade K
English: 978-1-6433-5973-1
Spanish: 978-0-7439-2785-7

Curriculum includes:
➤

2

2

Peter loves to eat
pumpkins.

Peter loves to eat
pumpkins.

He eats them all
day long.

He eats them all
day long.

3

➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Lesson plan for each book
Implementation Guide
School–Home Connections
Audio of books

3

Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
My Body • Level 0.5

Watch Me Dance
English 978-1-6449-1479-3
Spanish 978-0-7439-2818-2

Peter and His Shadow
English 978-1-6449-1480-9
Spanish 978-0-7439-2819-9

Just Right • Level 0.6

The Girl in the Mirror
English 978-1-6449-1481-6
Spanish 978-0-7439-2820-5

Magical Jobs • Level 0.7

A Fairy-Tale Day
English 978-1-6449-1485-4
Spanish 978-0-7439-2824-3

Save the Day
English 978-1-6449-1486-1
Spanish 978-0-7439-2825-0

Whose House?
English 978-1-6449-1482-3
Spanish 978-0-7439-2821-2

Perfect Fit
English 978-1-6449-1483-0
Spanish 978-0-7439-2822-9

Goldilocks and the
Three Bears
English 978-1-6449-1484-7
Spanish 978-0-7439-2823-6

Peter, Peter, Pumpkin Eater
English 978-1-6449-1489-2
Spanish 978-0-7439-2828-1

Love Like Salt
English 978-1-6449-1490-8
Spanish 978-0-7439-2829-8

I Need • Level 0.8

Bunny’s Magic Day
English 978-1-6449-1487-8
Spanish 978-0-7439-2826-7

What’s for Dinner
English 978-1-6449-1488-5
Spanish 978-0-7439-2827-4

Clever Animals • Level 0.9
Name:______________
_____________________
________________

Art/Movement

Connection

Date: ______________

Watch Me Da
nce!

Directions:
Draw how you
you dance.
look and feel
when

Play Ball!
English 978-1-6449-1491-5
Spanish 978-0-7439-2830-4

Chimp Paints
English 978-1-6449-1492-2
Spanish 978-0-7439-2831-1

The Three Blind Mice Start
a Band
English 978-1-6449-1493-9
Spanish 978-0-7439-2832-8
©

Note: Encourage
detail. Ask student
wear when you
s, “With whom
dance? How do
do you dance?
you feel when
you dance?” Allow Where do you dance? What
do you
students to share
their drawings.
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6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
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View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

Readers: Watch

Me Dance

9

Fiction Readers
Age 5—7+ • Grade 1
English: 978-1-4333-4795-5
Spanish: 978-1-4807-2946-9

Curriculum includes:
➤

Bakri is on the bridge.

6

7

6-7

Who is at the playground today?

2

➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 20 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
School-Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

3

Playground Friends

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Emergent

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Me • Level 1.1

Basics • Level 1.0

Duck Pond Fun
English 978-1-4333-5468-7
Spanish 978-1-4807-2970-4

Seb’s Train
English 978-1-4333-5469-4
Spanish 978-1-4807-2971-1

Carousel Colors
English 978-1-4333-5470-0
Spanish 978-1-4807-2972-8

My Community • Level 1.2

Across the Sea
English 978-1-4333-5474-8
Spanish 978-1-4807-2976-6

Max
English 978-1-4333-5475-5
Spanish 978-1-4807-2977-3

When I Grow Up
English 978-1-4333-5471-7
Spanish 978-1-4807-2973-5

Playground Friends
English 978-1-4333-5472-4
Spanish 978-1-4807-2974-2

Maddy’s Mad Hair Day
English 978-1-4333-5473-1
Spanish 978-1-4807-2975-9

Earth Science • Level 1.3

Grandpa and Me
English 978-1-4333-5476-2
Spanish 978-1-4807-2978-0

Boris the Basset
English 978-1-4333-5477-9
Spanish 978-1-4807-2979-7

Splash Down!
English 978-1-4333-5479-3
Spanish 978-1-4807-2981-0

Edward the Explorer
English 978-1-4333-5478-6
Spanish 978-1-4807-2980-3

Life Science • Level 1.4

More Duck
Pond Fun!

Reader 1:

Everyone:
Reader 2:
Everyone:
Reader 3:
Everyone:
Reader 4:
Everyone:
Everyone:

How to Be a Kitten
English 978-1-4333-5480-9
Spanish 978-1-4807-2982-7

Zoo Hullabaloo
English 978-1-4333-5481-6
Spanish 978-1-4807-2983-4

Swoosh! Swo
osh!
One duck hide
s.
We see it!
Quack! Qua
ck! Quack!
Quack!

Dinosaur House
English 978-1-4333-5482-3
Spanish 978-1-4807-2984-1

6
TCM 16468 (i7348)

#16468 (i7348)

—Duck Pond Fun

Duck Pond Fun

There are four ducks swimming

4

Four ducks
swim.
Splish! Splis
h! Splish! Splis
h!
Three ducks
dive.
Splash! Spla
sh! Splash!
Two ducks ski.

6 pack.indd
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6

1/10/20 4:02
PM

5

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

View sample pages online: Click Here
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PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Fiction Readers
Upper Emergent
Age 5—7+ • Grade 1
English: 978-1-4333-4796-2
Spanish: 978-1-4807-2986-5
Marco makes an alien with kiwi fruit
for eyes.

Curriculum includes:

He makes a nose of berries that are each
a different size.

➤
6

Marco makes an alien with kiwi fruit
for eyes.

7

He makes a nose of berries that are each
a different size.

6

6-7

➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 20 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
School-Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

7

It’s Good Enough to Eat!

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Life Cycles • Level 1.5

My Life as a Bee
English 978-1-4333-5506-6
Spanish 978-1-4807-4009-9

Animal Groups • Level 1.6

This Is My Story
by Frederick G. Frog
English 978-1-4333-5507-3
Spanish 978-1-4807-4010-5

I Am So Beautiful
English 978-1-4333-5508-0
Spanish 978-1-4807-4011-2

Maya Monkey
English 978-1-4333-5509-7
Spanish 978-1-4807-4012-9

Crafts and Culture • Level 1.7

The Princess and the Pea
English 978-1-4333-5512-7
Spanish 978-1-4807-4015-0

Life at the Top
English 978-1-4333-5510-3
Spanish 978-1-4807-4013-6

Ready, Set, Go!
English 978-1-4333-5511-0
Spanish 978-1-4807-4014-3

It’s Good Enough to Eat!
English 978-1-4333-5516-5
Spanish 978-1-4807-4019-8

Safari Camp
English 978-1-4333-5517-2
Spanish 978-1-4807-4020-4

Health • Level 1.8

What Can You See?
English 978-1-4333-5513-4
Spanish 978-1-4807-4016-7

The Bears’ Story
by Baldwin B. Bear
English 978-1-4333-5514-1
Spanish 978-1-4807-4017-4

Boris Keeps Fit
English 978-1-4333-5515-8
Spanish 978-1-4807-4018-1

Around the World • Level 1.9

Name: _____

_______________

_____________

Date: __________

________

Which Word?

Directions:
Choo
two words shou se two words to tell abou
ld start with
t
the same soun each pictu re. The
ds.
big

Anna Goes to Zambia
English 978-1-4333-5518-9
Spanish 978-1-4807-4021-1

Speak Up!
English 978-1-4333-5519-6
Spanish 978-1-4807-4022-8

five

Word Bank
happy
bus

happy

fish

Paul Bunyan: A Very
Tall Tale
English 978-1-4333-5520-2
Spanish 978-1-4807-4023-5
Do more! Writ
e your own
allite ration,
go with it.
and draw a
pictu re to

keys
Five Little Mon

© Teacher Create
d Materials

tree,
swinging from a
Five little monkeys
me!”
tor, “You can’t catch
Teasing Mr. Alliga
can be,
Alligator, quiet as
that tree.
Along comes Mr.
eys right out of
monk
those
And. . .snapped

11

Growing Up
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I have bright stripes and
strong wings.

22

Bee

MyLifeBee_L

unknown)
Traditional (origin

4
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—My Life as a
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stripes

strong
wings
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View sample pages online: Click Here
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Fiction Readers
Age 6—8+ • Grade 2
English: 978-1-4333-4797-9
Spanish: 978-1-4807-4025-9

Curriculum includes:
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

It was Opal’s seventh birthday. She opened
her presents and read her cards. Then, there
was just a small blue box left to open.

2

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 24 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
School-Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

3

The Treasure Hunt

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Early Fluent

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
A Visit to • Level 2.0

Vroom, Vroom! Poems
About Things with Wheels
English 978-1-4333-5544-8
Spanish 978-1-4807-4049-5

Animal Species • Level 2.1

The Treasure Hunt
English 978-1-4333-5545-5
Spanish 978-1-4807-4050-1

Barnaby Dell
English 978-1-4333-5546-2
Spanish 978-1-4807-4051-8

The Town Mouse and the
Country Mouse
English 978-1-4333-5548-6
Spanish 978-1-4807-4053-2

The Snake’s Diary
by Little Yellow
English 978-1-4333-5554-7
Spanish 978-1-4807-4059-4

Patrick and Paloma
English 978-1-4333-5555-4
Spanish 978-1-4807-4060-0

All About • Level 2.3

Countries and Regions • Level 2.2

Why Anansi Has Eight Thin
Legs: A Tale From West
Africa
English 978-1-4333-5547-9
Spanish 978-1-4807-4052-5

Boris and Bea
English 978-1-4333-5553-0
Spanish 978-1-4807-4058-7

Cuckoo, Cuckoo: A Folktale
from Mexico
English 978-1-4333-5549-3
Spanish 978-1-4807-4054-9

Mia’s Chocolate Challenge
English 978-1-4333-5556-1
Spanish 978-1-4807-4061-7

The Glass Slippers
English 978-1-4333-5557-8
Spanish 978-1-4807-406-24

This Is the Tower that
Frank Built
English 978-1-4333-5558-5
Spanish 978-1-4807-4063-1

Natural Disasters • Level 2.4
Name: ________

____________

____________

__ Date: ____
________

____

Where Is It?

Directions: Look
at
Bank to tell wher each picture. Choose the corre
e it is and write
ct words from
the Word
it on the line.
SCHOOL

on the scooter

Journey to the Center
of the Earth
English 978-1-4333-5550-9
Spanish 978-1-4807-4055-6

Where Did the
Dinosaurs Go?
English 978-1-4333-5551-6
Spanish 978-1-4807-4056-3

Escape from Pacaya
English 978-1-4333-5552-3
Spanish 978-1-4807-4057-0

of the bus.
the window
being
I stared out
nge sheet was
a giant ora
really
It looked like land. I knew it was
r the
de me
ove
ad
spre
a sheet ma
king it was
thin
but
,
lava
feel better.

Word Bank
on the sidewalk
on the street

Do more! Write
two sentences
using at least

on the track

one of the phras
es from above.

15
© Teacher Create
d Materials
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Vroom Vroom
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—Vroom, Vroom

! Poems About
Things

with Wheels

7

7

14
1/13/20 1:33
PM

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

Owl called to the birds, “To the woods! We
must save the seeds!” But they kept sleeping.
16

17

View sample pages online: Click Here
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PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Fiction Readers
Early Fluent Plus
Age 6—8+ • Grade 2
English: 978-1-4333-4798-6

Curriculum includes:
➤
It’s perfect weather for a picnic on Saturn!
Robo-Pilot knows all the shortcuts. If we miss space
jams and falling stars, we’ll be there in a wink and
a blink!
2

3

2-3

➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 28 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
School-Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

It’s perfect weather for a picnic on Saturn!
Robo-Pilot knows all the shortcuts. If we miss space
jams and falling stars, we’ll be there in a wink and
a blink!
2

3

Planet Puzzle

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Biomes • Level 2.5

The Lonely
Penguin’s Blog
English 978-1-4333-5582-0

The Happy Faces
Leave Home
English 978-1-4333-5583-7

Space • Level 2.6

In a Whirl
English 978-1-4333-5584-4

The Human Body • Level 2.7

The Human Calculator
English 978-1-4333-5588-2

Your Guide to Superheroes
English 978-1-4333-5589-9

Planet Puzzle
English 978-1-4333-5585-1

Lizzie’s Dream
English 978-1-4333-5586-8

Footprints on the Moon:
Poems About Space
English 978-1-4333-5587-5

A Road Trip to Yosemite
English 978-1-4333-5592-9

Way Back When
English 978-1-4333-5593-6

Math • Level 2.8

My Foot Fell Asleep
English 978-1-4333-5590-5

Sarah’s Journal
English 978-1-4333-5591-2

Name: ________

____________

____________

__ Date: ____
________

____

Compare The

m!

Directions: Read
each sentence
below. Choose
complete each
the correct word
sentence and
write it in the blank
to
.
1. The water
in Antarctica is
Zealand. (cold
/colder/coldest
than the wate
r in New
)
2. Antarctica
is one of the
(cold/colder/co
places on Earth
ldest)
.
3. A motorcycle
can go
. (fast/faster/fast
est)
4. An airplane
flies
than a bird. (fast/
faster/fastest)
5. Frederick is
the
boy in my class.
(tall/t
aller/tallest)
6. My mother
is
than my fathe
r. (tall/taller/talles
7. Leticia is
t)
than her broth
(strong/stronger/
er.
strongest)
8. Malia work
s out every day
to keep her musc
(strong/stronger/
les
strongest)
.
Do more! Rewr
ite sentence 3 so
that
sentence 7 or 8
so it uses the word it uses the word faster. Then
, rewrite
strongest.
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
_
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
_
____________
____________
____________
© Teacher Create
____________
d Materials
_
#1658

Biographies • Level 2.9

The Untold Story of
Ms. Mirabella
English 978-1-4333-5594-3

you see
is all that blue
tion—what
“First ques
Mama.
e paint!”
kly says, “Blu
Amarissa quic

The Hare and
the Tortoise
English 978-1-4333-5595-0

Soo Yun’s Book
English 978-1-4333-5596-7

on

Earth?” asks

2 (i7393)—Th

e Lonely Pengu

i7393_FR_EarlyFluentP_

LonelyPengu

wrong!”

y
“No, absolutel

ins_LP.indd

se?”
a.

,” says Mam

rissa
“No, Ama

7

hariah.

?” asks Zac

give us a clue

starts with
“Okay. It

W.”

Penguin Blog

6

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)



June 24: Wellington Zoo

The people decided I needed help. They’ve taken
me to Wellington Zoo. They made this special
room for me. It’s very cold. They even made a
bed of ice for me to sleep on.

16

24

7

12/20/19 10:10
AM

“Blue chee

“Can you

inʼs Blog

7

17
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Fiction Readers
Age 7—9+ • Grade 3
English: 978-1-4333-4799-3
M

A

B

Alpha Bites

Bitty Beetle Box

➤

Nutty Tic Tac Toe

$2.00 per cup

$2.00 per game

Make your own Muesli Mountain
with our mystery muesli mix. Then,
top it off with our snow milk.
Mystery muesli mix has 3 different
types of grains, nuts, seeds, and
dried fruits.

Nutty Tic Tac Toe comes with a
playing board and your choice of
nutty pieces. Choose 2 types of
nuts, 1 for each player. Keep playing
until you get hungry!
Make sure you don’t go nuts!

Find all 12 ingredients in every
Muesli Mountain.

10¢ per letter

$2.00 per box

Alpha Bites are our famous fruit
and vegetable letters. We make all
26 letters of the alphabet. Spell any
word you like. Have fun working
out what your words are worth.

The Bitty Beetle Box is filled with 10
itty-bitty cookies. Each beetle16cookie
comes with 6 little licorice legs. There
are 60 legs in every box! Every bite is
filled with creepy crawly goodness.

Try to make your name!

Yum!

4

Curriculum includes:

N

Muesli Mountain

17

16 - 17

➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 28–32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
School-Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

5

The Curious Café

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Fluent

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
A Day in the Life • Level 3.0

Cat-astrophe at the Opera
English 978-1-4333-5620-9

Queen Serena
English 978-1-4333-5621-6

Around the World • Level 3.1

How to Survive in the
Jungle by the Person
Who Knows
English 978-1-4333-5622-3

How Things Work • Level 3.2

Flabbergaster
English 978-1-4333-5626-1

Felix and His Flying
Machine
English 978-1-4333-5627-8

Around the World in
Twenty-Eight Pages
English 978-1-4333-5623-0

The Bremen Town
Musicians
English 978-1-4333-5624-7

So Many Henrys
English 978-1-4333-5625-4

Animal Groups • Level 3.3

Race to the Moon
English 978-1-4333-5628-5

The Zoo and You:
A Guidebook
English 978-1-4333-5629-2

The Adventures of Kingii
the Frilled Lizard
English 978-1-4333-5630-8

Coyote: A Trickster Tale
English 978-1-4333-5631-5

Math at Work • Level 3.4
Name: ________

____________

____________

__ Date: ____
________

____

Silly Similes

Directions: A
simile compares
two diff
or as. Match the
two different thing erent things using the word
Underline the
s like
word that is comm s by connecting them with
a line.
on to the two
different thing
Example:
s.
1. The boat sank

like

2. The excess
paint
3. Her eyes twink

too much syrup

dripped like

4. His tantrum
was

er.

an impatient farme
r
harvesting carro
ts.

wild like

fingernails on

5. The winds
ripped the trees
out
like

The Curious Café
English 978-1-4333-5632-2

Sam the Incredible Inventor
English 978-1-4333-5633-9

Ms. Wilde and Oscar
English 978-1-4333-5634-6

6. The snowman

on pancakes.

a massive bould

led like

a chalkboard.

a bull at the rodeo
.

melted like

stars in the night

7. The bare branc
h screeched
against my wind
ow like

sky.

ice cream on a
hot summer
day.

“Dear me!” Henry sighed. “Are
you another Henry Emory Demery?”
The tulip farmer laughed. “No, no!
Only our first name is the same. You
are Hendrik. And I am Hendrik.”

It didn’t take long for the crows to
become bored and a little annoyed by
Coyote’s boastfulness. Teasing him
wasn’t as fun as they thought it would
be. They began to dance and chant
again, trying to ignore him.

“Hen-drik! That’s not my name,”
Henry said.
“In Holland, it is,” said the farmer.
“In Holland, your name is Hendrik.
That’s the way we say Henry in
Holland.”

tropheOpera_LP.indd

But Coyote joined in immediately,
f lapping his feathers and making an
awful yapping noise. He thought he
had a beautiful singing voice, but the
crows thought it was dreadful.

“Well, that’s news!” said Henry.
“I’m in another country, and suddenly
I have another name! I’m
Hen-drik! Who knew?”

14
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—Cat-astrophe
at the

Opera

7

7

12/20/19 1:59
PM

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
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25

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Fiction Readers
Fluent Plus
Age 7—9+ • Grade 3
English: 978-1-4333-4800-6

Curriculum includes:

The
filled
lakes,
ponds,
Thewater
school
wasthenear
thethe
Mars
Solar
the
billabongs,
and Station,
the swamps.
It filledofthe
System
Research
and many
the
waterholes
and theworked
rivers. at the station. It
students’ parents

➤

meant
students’
reportsThe
were
often
Newthat
life the
came
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The school was near the Mars Solar
System Research Station, and many of the
students’ parents worked at the station. It
meant that the students’ reports were often
very interesting indeed.

sky! Then we turned around and came
back. “And,” he added with a grin, “we
were home in time for microwave pizza at
lunchtime.”

Jay Bradbury’s hand shot into the air the
moment the teacher, Miss Orwell, asked for
the first speaker. Jay’s mother was a pilot.
She flew different kinds of spacecraft. Jay
sometimes went on flights with her.

Hester Huxley raised her hand.
Miss Orwell pointed to her. “Do you
have a question for Jay, Hester?”

30

31

4

5

“On Saturday, we blasted off and
went straight up for 10,000 miles into the
sky! Then we turned around and came
back. “And,” he added with a grin, “we
were home in time for microwave pizza at
lunchtime.”
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book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for each book
Assessment Guide
School-Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

Hester Huxley raised her hand.
Miss Orwell pointed to her. “Do you
have a question for Jay, Hester?”

Space Ace

4

5

Space Ace

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Biome Locations • Level 3.5

Pipeline News
English 978-1-4333-5658-2

Tiddalick, the Greedy
Frog: An Aboriginal
Dreamtime Story
English 978-1-4333-5659-9

Space • Level 3.6

Hot Springs and
Brown Bears
English 978-1-4333-5660-5

Body Systems • Level 3.7

Red Goes Green
English 978-1-4333-5664-3

Five Cents Worth
English 978-1-4333-5665-0

Space Ace
English 978-1-4333-5661-2

Cleopatra’s Report
English 978-1-4333-5662-9

A Bright New Day
English 978-1-4333-5663-6

History of • Level 3.8

The Marshmallow Man
English 978-1-4333-5666-7

A Baseball Giant
English 978-1-4333-5667-4

The Mystery of
the Grand Bazaar
English 978-1-4333-5668-1

The Dream Team
English 978-1-4333-5669-8

International Biographies • Level 3.9
Name: ________

____________

____________

__ Date: ____
____

________

Groups of Thi

ngs

Directions: Choo
se the correct
collective noun
sentence below
to comp
.

lete each

bunch

bundle

1. We had to
go
2. Peter broug
ht

Sinbad the Sailor
English 978-1-4333-5670-4

The Boy Who Cried Wolf
and Other Aesop Fables
English 978-1-4333-5671-1

“That’s a great name!” Ms. Dunleavy
said. “Caterpillars become something
be every
else—something surprising. You’ll
Lions,”
bit as good as the Tigers and the
than the
she told them. “You’ll be faster
Rhinos. The
Panthers and too smart for the
team!”
dream
a
be
will
Caterpillars

pod

string

get to the secon

7

7
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Writers wrote about her.

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

Streets were named after her.
Beloved was very happy indeed.

7
6
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Artists painted her.
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Women wore their hair as high as they
could, to be tall like a giraffe!

We’re gonna Caterpillar you!



The Lovely One
English 978-1-4333-5672-8

Thousands of people came to visit
Beloved every day.

We’re the Caterpillars, yes, we are.
We’re the best, and we’ll go far!
true.
We kick the ball so straight and

deck

up a ________

s

d story.
camping trip.
3. The ________
___ of ships set
sail from San Diego
.
4. Sala placed
a ___________
of grapes on the
table.
5. The queen
wore a ________
___ of pearls aroun
d her neck.
6. Tracy and Nico
gathered a ____
_______ of sticks
for the fire.
7. Mr. Negip’s
class saw a ____
_______ of whal
es on their field
Do more! Write
trip.
a news report
about spotting
a shiver of shark
____________
s.
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
__
____________
____
____________
____________
__________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
__
____________
____
____
____________
____________
______
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
____________
__
____________
____________
____________
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The king asked the scientist to make
a special house for Beloved in the gardens
next to the palace, and he did. The animal
handlers stayed to care for Beloved. The
king’s men built a special room for them,
right above Beloved. Every day, the handlers
brushed her. Every night, they scratched her
head as she went to sleep.

days
The first game was only a few
excited. Their
away, and everyone was very
green, just
uniforms were brand new—and
shiny and
like caterpillars. Their cleats were
even written
clean. Nuong and Silvio had
it as they
a song for them. The team sang
waited for the game to start:

Collective Noun
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Fiction Readers
Age 8—10+ • Grade 4
English: 978-1-6433-5974-8
wooden door wide. Looking over
her shoulder once again, Rukia made
sure there was no one watching. Ami
was resting with the baby. Papa
was away with Rukia’s older brother
Atif. Babu had gone to fetch her fiveyear-old brother, Noni, who was at a
friend’s house.

wooden door wide. Looking over
her shoulder once again, Rukia made
sure there was no one watching. Ami
was resting with the baby. Papa
was away with Rukia’s older brother
Atif. Babu had gone to fetch her fiveyear-old brother, Noni, who was at a
friend’s house.

Rukia grabbed the servant’s bike
from the shed and wheeled it out. She
stopped to carefully close the door and
was off. Rukia rode the bike down the
lane of the family haveli. The enclosure
spread out as far and as wide as her
eyes could see. Her family had lived
here for as long as the Banyan trees
grew, perhaps even longer.
As the afternoon sun burned down
on her, Rukia smiled, turning her face
up to greet its blazing warmth. She
6
did not care if her face turned dark
as roasted almonds, for she felt free
as a bird. Everyone in the house was
sleeping, as it was far too hot to venture
outside. She and Atif would ride
bicycles together in a few years, racing
through the streets, even at night. But
for now, this was the only time Rukia
could get away with riding a bike. She
gripped the handlebars tightly. She
leaned forward and whizzed down the
slope of the dirt path.

6

Curriculum includes:

Rukia grabbed the servant’s bike
from the shed and wheeled it out. She
stopped to carefully close the door and
was off. Rukia rode the bike down the
lane of the family haveli. The enclosure
spread out as far and as wide as her
eyes could see. Her family had lived
here for as long as the Banyan trees
grew, perhaps even longer.
As the afternoon sun burned down
on her, Rukia smiled, turning her face
up to greet its blazing warmth. She
did not care if her face turned dark
as roasted almonds, for she felt free
as a bird. Everyone in the house was
sleeping, as it was far too hot to venture
outside. She and Atif would ride
bicycles together in a few years, racing
through the streets, even at night. But
for now, this was the only time Rukia
could get away with riding a bike. She
gripped the handlebars tightly. She
leaned forward and whizzed down the
slope of the dirt path.
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Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Lesson plan for each book
Implementation Guide
School–Home Connections
Audio of books
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The Girl Who Dared

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Advanced

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Survival Stories • Level 4.0

Cottonmouth Creek
English 978-1-6449-1494-6

Animania • Level 4.1

Aloha Adventure
English 978-1-6449-1495-3

Snow Day
English 978-1-6449-1496-0

About Character • Level 4.2

Around the World Tales
English 978-1-6449-1500-4

Famous Animal Fables
English 978-1-6449-1501-1

Buttercup’s Eggcellent
Adventure
English 978-1-6449-1497-7

Robin Hoodie
English 978-1-6449-1498-4

Goldilocks Visits
Her Aunts
English 978-1-6449-1499-1

Mysteria • Level 4.3

Storyteller’s Corner
English 978-1-6449-1502-8

The Raven
English 978-1-6449-1503-5

Clara O’Hara Private Eye
English 978-1-6449-1504-2

Daredevils • Level 4.4

Welcome to Your
Haunted House
English 978-1-6449-1505-9

Writing about Reading

Name: ________________
________________________
___________________

Date: ________________
____

Friendly Letter

Directions: Decid
e if you will write
Timothy. Then,
from the point
write a letter to
of view of Saman
a friend descri
character’s point
tha or
bing Samantha’s
of
ordeal from that
rising action, climax view. Make sure to include these
story elements:
, and resolution.
setting,

Dear _
_,

Biking for a Cause
English 978-1-6449-1506-6

The Fastest Alive
English 978-1-6449-1507-3

The Girl Who Dared
English 978-1-6449-1508-0
Your friend,
__

dozing on the front porch when she
awoke with a start. “Did you hear that?
Chicken sounds!”
The
back to the gully where Dad was.
helicopter pilot and medic also braved
a terrible storm to help us. And Sandy
gave up the rest of her vacation to get
me home. We were all heroes. But
was
the biggest hero, in my opinion,
Jackson. His courage on Crawler’s
Ledge had given me courage.
“You look like you could use a nice
go
reward,” my mom said to us. “Let’s
get some shave ice from the hospital

“So? You thought you were the
only chicken in the world?” Oxford
asked grumpily.
“Well, no,” Buttercup said. “I love
it here, but I would also like to meet
others like me.”

8

Cali and Izzy. And there had been so
much sniffing!

i33165—Fiction

Readers: Cottonmou

th Creek
©

“Let’s move along!” Buttercup
demanded.

i33165_i33179_Fiction_R
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Oxford said goodbye to Franklin,
and they resumed their adventure.
Soon, the dog’s ears stood straight
up. They had circled around to the
back of the Irvings’ little farmhouse on
Darcy Avenue!

9/25/19 9:54
AM

“Hop on my back. I’ve got a great
sense of smell. We can go find them,”
Oxford suggested.

cafeteria.”
Now, that’s an adventure I could get
behind!

Along Saticoy Street, they met
a French bulldog named Franklin.
“Oxford! I haven’t seen you in forever!”

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

“Hello, Franklin, old chap. I’m
taking Buttercup to find other
chickens,” Oxford said.

16

Buttercup was annoyed. They had
also stopped to chat with two cats,

17
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Fiction Readers
Advanced Plus
Age 8—10+ • Grade 4
English: 978-1-6433-5975-5

Curriculum includes:

Mother Nature’s Daughters
I am
Mother Nature.
I have daughters,
four of them,
Autumn,
Summer,
Winter,
Spring.
Long, long ago I
nicknamed them my
young seasonal sisters,
who season the
world
in their given time.

Mother Nature’s Daughters
I am
Mother Nature.
I have daughters,
four of them,
Autumn,
Summer,
Winter,
Spring.

➤

But now, now,
I shall ask them to find
themselves in a new season
so they may write anew
and understand new stories.
4

5

Long, long ago I
nicknamed them my
young seasonal sisters,
who season the
world
in their given time.

➤
➤
➤
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Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Lesson plan for each book
Implementation Guide
School–Home Connections
Audio of books

But now, now,
I shall ask them to find
themselves in a new season
so they may write anew
and understand new stories.
4

5

Seasonal Sisters

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Trouble • Level 4.5

Cooking Up a Friendship
English 978-1-6449-1509-7

Weird and Wonderful • Level 4.6

The Clique
English 978-1-6449-1510-3

Crossing the
Ghost Light
English 978-1-6449-1511-0

World Gone Mad • Level 4.7

The Woodsman’s Story
English 978-1-6449-1515-8

Beautiful Beast
English 978-1-6449-1516-5

Seasonal Sisters
English 978-1-6449-1512-7

Meeting of the Bad Guys
English 978-1-6449-1513-4

The Magical, Mystical
Book of Everything
English 978-1-6449-1514-1

Heart of the Matter • Level 4.8

After the Ball
English 978-1-6449-1517-2

Gregory Greene Wants
a Blue Guitar
English 978-1-6449-1518-9

Manny’s Mission
English 978-1-6449-1519-6

The Legacy of
Rashmi Bazaar
English 978-1-6449-1520-2

Time Warp • Level 4.9
Writing about Reading

Name: ________________
________________________
___________________

Date: ________________
____

Write a Recipe

Directions: Use
the
how to use them. recipe card to list the ingred
ients

My Recipe for

you will need,

and explain

__

Ingredients

Directions

The Day the Towers Fell
English 978-1-6449-1521-9

Secrets of a Time Jumper
English 978-1-6449-1522-6

Ride Across Time
English 978-1-6449-1523-3

The first thing I notice is
the smell of manure, then
the sounds of cows grazing
a few feet away.
“Oof!”

8

i33180—Fiction
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“Sybil Ludington was an ordinary
16-year-old living on her family
farm. But all that changed one
night in 1777.”

“A Story to Tell”



Granny Dot sat back in her chair and
sighed. It had been a long while since
she’d thought of the story. Well, all the
stories, really. There had been so many
adventures—none of which she could
have imagined would happen, and none
she could really believe had happened
looking back now. But as a glint of
4

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

My men need
to tend their
farms—

Holy guacamole! Am I in 1777?
Is that even possible?!

cedPlus_LP.indd
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Up a Friendship
©

Moo...



But Colonel Ludington,
the Tories could attack
at any moment!

7
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Fiction Readers
Age 9—11+ • Grade 5
English: 978-1-6433-5976-2

use special gestures to communicate
while they are underwater. The two of
us have been practicing them for days
so that we can ‘talk’ while we dive. I
respond with the same signal. That
tells him I’m all right.
As we descend into the reef, my
pulse beats quicker than a marlin’s. A
blue parrotfish darts in front of my
mask, while a spiny lobster hides under
a coral that looks like a huge lettuce
plant. It feels like we’ve wandered12
into
a watery fairytale.
I grab my camera from my belt to
take photos for my mom, but then a
shadow passes over my head. I glance
up to see what it is. Maybe Juanita has
finally woken up?
I do a double take at what I see. It
isn’t Juanita—it’s a sea turtle! It’s a big
one, too, about the size of my neighbor’s
golden retriever.
I swim toward the turtle, but I don’t
get too close because it’s a wild animal
and I don’t want to startle it. As I get
12

Curriculum includes:

use special gestures to communicate
while they are underwater. The two of
us have been practicing them for days
so that we can ‘talk’ while we dive. I
respond with the same signal. That
tells him I’m all right.
As we descend into the reef, my
pulse beats quicker than a marlin’s. A
blue parrotfish darts in front of my
mask, while a spiny lobster hides under
a coral that looks like a huge lettuce
plant. It feels like we’ve wandered into
a watery fairytale.
I grab my camera from my belt to
take photos for my mom, but then a
shadow passes over my head. I glance
up to see what it is. Maybe Juanita has
finally woken up?
I do a double take at what I see. It
isn’t Juanita—it’s a sea turtle! It’s a big
one, too, about the size of my neighbor’s
golden retriever.
I swim toward the turtle, but I don’t
get too close because it’s a wild animal
and I don’t want to startle it. As I get

➤
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Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32–48 pages
per book in print and digital formats
Lesson plan for each book
Implementation Guide
School–Home Connections
Audio of books
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Adventure at the Reef

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Challenging

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Watch Out! • Level 5.0

Adventure at the Reef
English 978-1-6449-1524-0

Sci High • Level 5.1

Blackbird Wilderness
English 978-1-6449-1525-7

The Legend of the
Headless Hall Monitor
English 978-1-6449-1526-4

Trouble Makers • Level 5.2

Around the World
English 978-1-6449-1530-1

Hive Mind: Part One
English 978-1-6449-1527-1

Hive Mind: Part Two
English 978-1-6449-1528-8

Hive Mind: Part Three
English 978-1-6449-1529-5

Be Bold • Level 5.3

Fables and Fairy Tales
English 978-1-6449-1531-8

Myths and Legends
English 978-1-6449-1532-5

The Egg Salad
Sandwich Incident
English 978-1-6449-1533-2

Under the Bridge
English 978-1-6449-1534-9

The Boy and
the Bayonet
English 978-1-6449-1535-6

Cinderella Stories • Level 5.4
Name: ________________
________________________
___________________

Suffix –ous

Word Study

Date: ________________
____

Directions: Add
–ous to each word,
a word from each
and write it in
the correct colum
column to use
in a sentence.
n. Choose
continue

victory

prosper

industry

Just add –ous

Word Bank
carnivore
humor
fame

herbivore

Change y to i
and add

–ous

rigor

melody

mystery

scandal

Drop the e and
add
–ous

Sentences

The Story of My Life
English 978-1-6449-1536-3

Practice Makes Perfect
English 978-1-6449-1537-0

embarrassing—and I’m starting to think
I’m actually the worst one in here.
The class formed a clump on the
floor while we waited for Ms. Becker.
You can tell just by looking why some of
us are here. Emma’s knee is wrapped
in a bandage. She has a sports-related
injury and is just working her way back
into the regular class. Other girls have
hidden “athletic deficiencies,” like
me. It’s definitely not all about size.

Victoria’s Victory
English 978-1-6449-1538-7

Maha is also overweight, but Phoebe,
for example, looks really fit but has no
coordination.
“All right! On your feet, ladies!” Ms.
Becker yelled, stepping through the
door in the divider.
We all got up from the floor
awkwardly, and in a few minutes, we
were practicing passing a basketball.
Sounds easy, right? Just throw and
catch. Well, a couple of minutes after

©

Column 1: _____
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
______
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_____
_______________
Column 2: _____
_______________
_______________
_____
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
______
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_____
_______________
Column 3: _____
_______________
_______________
_____
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
______
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_____
_______________
_______________
_____
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6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
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Fiction Readers
Challenging Plus
Age 9—11+ • Grade 5
English: 978-1-6433-5977-9

Curriculum includes:

“No. Cocoa trees need an
extraordinary amount of water and
sun,” Dr. Chen said. “The region where
they grow is so specific that it’s known
as the Cocoa Belt.”
“I want to live in the Cocoa Belt!”
Zoe exclaimed.
“Almost 70 percent of all cocoa is
grown in West Africa, where I saw
these bugs firsthand.”
“That’s where Astro’s ancestors are
from!” Joey exclaimed. He remembered
the family looking up Senegal on a map.
That’s how he learned Senegal was the
name of a country and a type of parrot.
“And 90 percent of the cocoa trees
are gone,” Dr. Chen announced.
Tom Trace was normally smooth
under pressure, but even he didn’t
know what to say as he processed this
information. “So, um, that means…”
“That means we need to get used to
the idea of a world without chocolate,”
Dr. Chen stated. “Forever.”

“No. Cocoa trees need an
extraordinary amount of water and
sun,” Dr. Chen said. “The region where
they grow is so specific that it’s known
as the Cocoa Belt.”
“I want to live in the Cocoa Belt!”
Zoe exclaimed.
“Almost 70 percent of all cocoa is
grown in West Africa, where I saw
these bugs firsthand.”
“That’s where Astro’s ancestors are
from!” Joey exclaimed. He remembered
the family looking up Senegal on a map.
That’s how he learned Senegal was the
name of a country and a type of parrot.
“And 90 percent of the cocoa trees
are gone,” Dr. Chen announced.
Tom Trace was normally smooth
under pressure, but even he didn’t
know what to say as he processed this
information. “So, um, that means…”
“That means we need to get used to
the idea of a world without chocolate,”
Dr. Chen stated. “Forever.”

22

22
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Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Lesson plan for each book
Implementation Guide
School–Home Connections
Audio of books
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The End of Chocolate

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Endangered! • Level 5.5

The End of Chocolate
English 978-1-6449-1539-4

A World Without Blue
English 978-1-6449-1540-0

Boldly Go • Level 5.6

The Day the Nursery
Rhymes Stopped Rhyming
English 978-1-6449-1541-7

Help Wanted • Level 5.7

Paige vs. Plastic
English 978-1-6449-1545-5

Vampire 9 to 5
English 978-1-6449-1546-2

Robot Rescue
English 978-1-6449-1542-4

A Martian Adventure
English 978-1-6449-1543-1

Secrets Aboard
Barnard Star
English 978-1-6449-1544-8

Telling the Story • Level 5.8

Camp Yowie
English 978-1-6449-1547-9

The Adventures of
Mark Twain
English 978-1-6449-1548-6

Mary Shelley’s Monster
English 978-1-6449-1549-3

Reading Heidi
English 978-1-6449-1550-9

Time Shift • Level 5.9
Name: ________________
________________________
___________________

Movie Poster

Directions: Illustra
te a scene from

Homemade
Time Machine
English 978-1-6449-1551-6

Side-Tracked
English 978-1-6449-1552-3

©



movie poster.
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End of Chocolate
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6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
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Connection

Around the World
in 80 Days
English 978-1-6449-1553-0

Today he was helping treat Eric, a
boy a couple of years ahead of him in
school. Eric had some nasty cuts on his
arm. Bruno had never seen an infection
before because the ship was so sterile—
but he recognized it from pictures.
“How did you hurt your arm like
that?” Bruno asked as he applied
antiseptic to the cuts. Eric winced.
“My arm got jammed in a trash
chute,” Eric explained.
Bruno didn’t say anything. The trash
chutes opened and closed so fast before
ejecting waste into space that it would
be easy to get caught in the doors. But
the patterns of Eric’s cuts didn’t match
the clean, smooth lines of the trash
chute doors. Also, how could a cut
from a trash chute give him such a bad
infection? Everything on the ship was
clean because it was so hard for bacteria
to live in the ship’s environment. Even
the yogurt they made on board was
tough to culture.

16

your story as a

Arts/Movement

Date: ________________
____

Order through your Distributor Today!

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Teacher Created Materials has partnered with TIME® For Kids to transform their engaging articles into over 200 stimulating
leveled readers, bringing fascinating cross-curricular content to classrooms worldwide.
➤ Best-selling nonfiction series featuring high-quality content students are excited to read and learn about.
➤ Develops reading comprehension, vocabulary, and fluency skills with engaging topics, eye-popping photographs, and
intriguing sidebars.
➤ Includes special sections to challenge students and expand their understanding.
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How
to Help
Students at

Kakuma refugee
camp walk home
from school.

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Supplement your reading program with these engaging cross-curricular TIME© For Kids Nonfiction Readers.

TFK visits
Kenya to learn
what life is like
for children at
a refugee
camp.
timeforkids.com

Teachers trust and students love the TIME FOR KIDS content transformed into engaging leveled readers. Each reader includes the
cross-curricular content and text features needed to make teaching more effective and learning more fun.

Ordering Options:

Curriculum Includes:
➤ Books - Includes 15 titles, 6 copies of each
➤ Teacher’s Guide – Includes lesson plans and
activities for each book
➤ Assessment Guide – Provides multiple
assessment opportunities for each book
➤ Digital Resources – Includes Interactiv-eBooks
and audio recording of books and poems

Stars
Outer space is filled with stars, and
new stars are forming all the time.
Stars are big balls of gas that give
off heat and light. Young stars are bright
blue. Older stars are yellow, orange, and
red. Stars change slowly over time. They
can live for billions of years!

black hole

Black Holes
When gravity makes a very large star
collapse into itself, we call it a black
hole. Black holes have strong gravity.
Anything that is close will get pulled
into it and never get out. Even light
cannot escape.
14

15

14 - 15

Spanish
Available

Food around the world may be a little different
from what you are used to eating. Which of these
would you like to eat?
➤

blood sausage
from Ireland

pulpo de gallega (fried
octopus legs) from Spain

L atin America

6-Packs Include:
➤ Books – Includes 6 copies of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan – Includes the lesson and
activities for the selected title

➤

➤

➤

Danish pancakes

➤

This woman is selling
vegetables at a market
in Peru.

fresh fish for sale in Mexico

➤

marmite (yeast spread)
from the United Kingdom

➤

salted licorice
from Sweden

One of Brazil’s largest markets is on the water’s
edge. Shoppers buy fruits, vegetables, and seafood
there. Peru’s largest market covers a city block! One
of the largest outdoor markets in the world is found in
Mexico City. Guatemala’s largest market sells food,
pottery, linens, and livestock (LAHYV-stok).

12

13

Order through your Distributor Today!
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PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Foundations
Ages: 4—6+ • Grade K
English: 978-1-4938-2051-1
Spanish: 978-1-4938-2959-0

Curriculum includes:
➤
➤

grow

➤
➤
➤
➤

cut

8

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12 pages
per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

9

Always Growing: Hair

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Cause & Effect • Level BR

Pushes and Pulls
English 978-1-4938-2490-8
Spanish 978-1-4938-2982-8

What the Sun Can Do
English 978-1-4938-2491-5
Spanish 978-1-4938-2983-5

Counting and Cardinality • Level BR

Changing Weather
English 978-1-4938-2492-2
Spanish 978-1-4938-2984-2

National Treasures • Level BR

Grand Old Flag
English 978-1-4938-2493-9
Spanish 978-1-4938-2985-9

America’s Eagle
English 978-1-4938-2494-6
Spanish 978-1-4938-2986-6

Birds and Bugs
English 978-1-4938-2499-1
Spanish 978-1-4938-2991-0

How Many Toys?
English 978-1-4938-2500-4
Spanish 978-1-4938-2992-7

My Birthday Party
English 978-1-4938-2501-1
Spanish 978-1-4938-2993-4

Rules at School
English 978-1-4938-2503-5
Spanish 978-1-4938-2995-8

Being a Good Citizen
English 978-1-4938-2504-2
Spanish 978-1-4938-2996-5

Citizenship • Level BR

Mountain of Presidents
English 978-1-4938-2495-3
Spanish 978-1-4938-2987-3

Using Good Manners
English 978-1-4938-2502-8
Spanish 978-1-4938-2994-1

Growth and Change • Level BR
Pushes and Pul

ls (cont.)

Getting Str
ong
by Sh a ron
Coan

Always Growing: Hair
English 978-1-4938-2496-0
Spanish 978-1-4938-2988-0

Always Growing: Fruit
English 978-1-4938-2497-7
Spanish 978-1-4938-2989-7

I am ver y
stro ng —
Get ting stro
nge r as I g
row.
Loo k at wh
at I push and
pull !
Th at is how
you’ ll kno w.
Now , I can
ope n wide
the doo r,
By push ing
h a rd, you
see.
Whe n I was
youn g, th at
hea v y doo
Was way too
r
big fo r me.
I pull the wag
on to the sto
To shop fo
re
r g roce ries
.
Now , I can
help Mom
pull it hom
It’s not too
e
h a rd fo r me!
I push the
ca r t all full
of soil
To help Dad
in the ya rd.
We rake the
leav es and
pull the wee
We push and
ds.
pull so h a rd.
I am ver y
stro ng —
Get ting stro
nge r as I g
row.
Loo k at wh
at I push and
pull .
Th at is how
you’ ll kno w.

Always Growing: Skin
English 978-1-4938-2498-4
Spanish 978-1-4938-2990-3
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Order through your Distributor Today!

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Ages: 4—6+ • Grade K
English: 978-1-4938-2483-0
Spanish: 978-1-4938-2960-6

Curriculum includes:
➤
➤

kite

➤
➤
➤
➤

more kites

10

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12 pages
per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

11

Use Math: Compare It

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Foundations Plus

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Problem and Solution in the Natural World • Level BR

My Body • Level BR

Good Work: Plant Life
English 978-1-4938-2505-9
Spanish 978-1-4938-2997-2

Marvelous Me:
My Hands
English 978-1-4938-2514-1
Spanish 978-1-4938-3006-0

Good Work: Our Earth
English 978-1-4938-2506-6
Spanish 978-1-4938-2998-9

Good Work: Simple Tools
English 978-1-4938-2507-3
Spanish 978-1-4938-2999-6

Measurement and Data • Level BR

Use Math: Describe It
English 978-1-4938-2508-0
Spanish 978-1-4938-3000-8

Use Math: Compare It
English 978-1-4938-2509-7
Spanish 978-1-4938-3001-5

Marvelous Me:
My Feet
English 978-1-4938-2515-8
Spanish 978-1-4938-3007-7

Marvelous Me:
My Face
English 978-1-4938-2516-5
Spanish 978-1-4938-3008-4

Human Needs for Life • Level BR

Use Math: Group It
English 978-1-4938-2510-3
Spanish 978-1-4938-3002-2

Good for Me:
Healthy Food
English 978-1-4938-2517-2
Spanish 978-1-4938-3009-1

Good for Me:
Play and Exercise
English 978-1-4938-2518-9
Spanish 978-1-4938-3010-7

Good for Me: Love
English 978-1-4938-2519-6
Spanish 978-1-4938-3011-4

Community Workers • Level BR
Name: ________
________

________________

_____

Rhyming Wo
rds

Directions:
Draw a line
to match the
with the pict
picture on the
ure on the righ
left
t with the sam
e sound.
1.

2.

3.

tree

Workers at My School
English 978-1-4938-2511-0
Spanish 978-1-4938-3003-9

Workers in My City
English 978-1-4938-2512-7
Spanish 978-1-4938-3004-6

4.

Workers Who Take
Care of Me
English 978-1-4938-2513-4
Spanish 978-1-4938-3005-3

5.

fun
8

24505 (i13205)—Go

od Work: Plant

Life
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Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Emergent
Ages: 5–7+ • Grade 1
English: 978-1-4333-4276-9
Spanish: 978-1-4333-4557-9

Curriculum includes:
Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 12 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

➤
They are in the air.
They are on the
ground.
4

They are in the
water, too.

➤
5

4-5

They are in the air.
They are on the
ground.

They are in the
water, too.

4

➤
➤
➤
➤

5

Animal Eyes

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Basic Concepts • Level 1.0

Big and Little
English 978-1-4333-3802-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-4259-2

Colors
English 978-1-4333-3803-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-4260-8

Earth Science • Level 1.3

Shapes
English 978-1-4333-3804-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-4261-5

Me • Level 1.1

This Is Me
English 978-1-4333-3805-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-4262-2

Land
English 978-1-4333-3811-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-4268-4

Weather
English 978-1-4333-3812-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-4269-1

Water
English 978-1-4333-3813-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-4270-7

Life Science • Level 1.4

I Can
English 978-1-4333-3806-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-4263-9

My Big Family
English 978-1-4333-3807-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-4264-6

How Plants Grow
English 978-1-4333-3814-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-4271-4

Animal Eyes
English 978-1-4333-3815-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-4272-1

My Community • Level 1.2

Animal Mothers and Babies
English 978-1-4333-3816-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-4273-8

Name: ________
________

________________

_____

How Does
It End?

Directions:
Read the word
s in the word
the ending of
bank below.
each word.
Look
Then write the
box. The first
word in the corr at
one has bee
n done for you.
ect

fig
hand

-ig words

On the Go
English 978-1-4333-3808-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-4265-3

Workers
English 978-1-4333-3809-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-4266-0

Word Bank

sand

land

pig

dig

big

wig

band

-and words

Places to Go
English 978-1-4333-3810-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-4267-7
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Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Ages: 5–7+ • Grade 1
English: 978-1-4333-4295-0
Spanish: 978-1-4333-4560-9

Curriculum includes:
➤
Eat fruits and vegetables
every day. Bread, nuts, and
milk are good, too.

➤

Your body needs healthy
food to be strong.

6

7

➤
➤
➤
➤

6-7

Eat fruits and vegetables
every day. Bread, nuts, and
milk are good, too.

Your body needs healthy
food to be strong.

6

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 20 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

7

Eating Right

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Upper Emergent

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Life Cycles • Level 1.5

A Frog’s Life
English 978-1-4333-3817-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-4278-3

Health • Level 1.8

A Butterfly’s Life
English 978-1-4333-3818-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-4279-0

A Bee’s Life
English 978-1-4333-3819-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-4280-6

Animal Groups • Level 1.6

Things with Wings
English 978-1-4333-3820-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-4281-3

Sea Life
English 978-1-4333-3821-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-4282-0

Staying Healthy
English 978-1-4333-3826-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-4287-5

Keeping Fit with Sports
English 978-1-4333-3827-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-4288-2

Eating Right
English 978-1-4333-3828-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-4289-9

Around the World • Level 1.9

Going Buggy!
English 978-1-4333-3822-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-4283-7

Homes Around the World
English 978-1-4333-3829-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-4290-5

Kids Around the World
English 978-1-4333-3830-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-4291-2

Crafts and Culture • Level 1.7

Places Around the World
English 978-1-4333-3831-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-4292-9

Name: ________
________

________________

_____

Know Your
Words

Directions:
Complete eac
h sentence
word from the
below by writ
word bank on
ing a
the line.

hatch

Word Bank
tadpole
pond

tail

1. An egg will
when it is read
y.
2. A tadpole
has a
does not.

Make Papel Picado
English 978-1-4333-3823-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-4284-4

Make a Chinese New
Year Dragon
English 978-1-4333-3824-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-4285-1

Make a Gingerbread Man
English 978-1-4333-3825-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-4286-8

, but an adu
lt frog

3. A
looks like a
little fish.
4. Frogs live
in a
.
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PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Early Fluent
Ages: 6–8+ • Grade 2
English: 978-1-4333-4314-8
Spanish: 978-1-4333-4563-0

Curriculum includes:

A furnace is an oven
used to melt glass.
The heat used to
make glass is very
high. The oven has
protection.

The ingredients are mixed
together and heated.

A furnace is an oven

Today, a gas furnace (FUR-nis)

used to melt glass.
is used to make the high heat. In
The heat used to

the past, very hot wood fires were

make glass is very
built in brick ovens.
high.14The oven has

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 24–28 pages
per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

➤

a special screen for

When the temperature is
high enough, the ingredients
melt together to make liquid
glass.

➤

Gaffers must be very careful
not to burn themselves!
15

a special screen for
protection.
14 - 15

The ingredients are mixed
together and heated.
Today, a gas furnace (FUR-nis)
is used to make the high heat. In
the past, very hot wood fires were
built in brick ovens.

When the temperature is
high enough, the ingredients
melt together to make liquid
glass.
Gaffers must be very careful
not to burn themselves!

14

➤
➤
➤
➤

15

Hand-Blown Glass

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
A Visit to • Level 2.0

A Visit to a Car Factory
English 978-1-4333-3832-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-4297-4

Animal Species • Level 2.3

A Visit to a Farm
English 978-1-4333-3833-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-4298-1

A Visit to a Marine Base
English 978-1-4333-3834-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-4299-8

Countries and Regions • Level 2.1

Next Stop: Mexico
English 978-1-4333-3835-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-4300-1

Next Stop: Canada
English 978-1-4333-3836-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-4301-8

Eagles Up Close
English 978-1-4333-3841-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-4306-3

Horses Up Close
English 978-1-4333-3842-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-4307-0

Snakes Up Close
English 978-1-4333-3843-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-4308-7

Build It: Skyscrapers
English 978-1-4333-3845-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-4310-0

Make It: Chocolate
English 978-1-4333-3846-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-4311-7

All About • Level 2.4

Next Stop: The Caribbean
English 978-1-4333-3837-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-4302-5

Craft It:
Hand-Blown Glass
English 978-1-4333-3844-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-4309-4

Natural Disasters • Level 2.2

Name: ________
____

____________

____________

_ Date: ____
______

Nouns and Ver

bs

Directions: Read
the words in the
each word mea
word bank belo
ns. Then write
w. Think abou
the word in the
t
been done for
correct box. The what
you.
first one has
send

factory

car

Word Bank
wheel build

make

part

Nouns
Verbs

factory

_______________

_______________

________

_______________

_______________

Earthquakes!
English 978-1-4333-3838-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-4303-2

Tornadoes and Hurricanes!
English 978-1-4333-3839-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-4304-9
		

Volcanoes!
English 978-1-4333-3840-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-4305-6

_______________

________

_______________

________

_______________

_______________

________

Challenge: Write
© Teacher Create

a word that is

_______________

_______________

_______________

________

_______________

_______________

________

_______________

_______________

both a noun and

d Materials

a verb.
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Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Ages: 6–8+ • Grade 2
English: 978-1-4333-4333-9
Spanish: 978-1-4333-4566-1
Stars

Curriculum includes:

Outer space is filled with stars, and
new stars are forming all the time.
Stars are big balls of gas that give
off heat and light. Young stars are bright
blue. Older stars are yellow, orange, and
red. Stars change slowly over time. They
can live for billions of years!

Stars

➤

black hole

Outer space is filled with stars, and
new stars are forming all the time.
Black Holes

Stars are big balls of gas that give
off heat and light. Young stars are bright
blue. Older stars are yellow, orange, and
red. Stars change slowly over time. They
can live for billions of years!

➤

When gravity makes a very large star
collapse into itself, we call it a black
hole. Black holes have strong gravity.
Anything that is close will get pulled
into it and never get out. Even light
cannot escape.
14

15

black hole

14 - 15

Black Holes
When gravity makes a very large star
collapse into itself, we call it a black
hole. Black holes have strong gravity.
Anything that is close will get pulled
into it and never get out. Even light
cannot escape.
14

➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 28 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

15

Outer Space

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Early Fluent Plus

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Biomes • Level 2.5

Step into the Forest
English 978-1-4333-3847-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-4316-2

Math • Level 2.8

Step into the Desert
English 978-1-4333-3848-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-4317-9

Step into the Rainforest
English 978-1-4333-3849-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-4318-6

Space • Level 2.6

Our Earth
English 978-1-4333-3850-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-4319-3

Count Me In! School
Carnival
English 978-1-4333-3856-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-4325-4

Count Me In! Soccer
Tournament
English 978-1-4333-3857-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-4326-1

Count Me In! What’s
for Lunch?
English 978-1-4333-3858-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-4327-8

U.S. Biographies • Level 2.9

Outer Space
English 978-1-4333-3851-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-4320-9

The Solar System
English 978-1-4333-3852-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-4321-6

George Washington
English 978-1-4333-3859-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-4328-5

Martin Luther King Jr.
English 978-1-4333-3860-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-4329-2

Susan B. Anthony
English 978-1-4333-3861-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-4330-8

The Human Body • Level 2.7
Twinkle, Twink
by Jane Taylor

le

Tw ink le, twi nkl
e, litt le sta r,
Ho w I wo nde
r wh at you are
.
Up abo ve the
wo rld so hig
h,
Lik e a dia mo
nd in the sky
.
Tw ink le, twi nkl
e, litt le sta r,
Ho w I wo nde
r wh at you are
!

Look Inside: Your Brain
English 978-1-4333-3853-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-4322-3

Look Inside: Your Skeleton
and Muscles
English 978-1-4333-3854-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-4323-0

Wh en the bla
zin g sun is gon
e,
Wh en he not
hin g shi nes
upo n,
The n you sho
w you r litt le
ligh t,
Tw ink le, twi nkl
e, all the nig
ht.
Tw ink le, twi nkl
e, litt le sta r,
Ho w I wo nde
r wh at you are
!

Look Inside: Your Heart
and Lungs
English 978-1-4333-3855-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-4324-7
6
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PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Fluent
Ages: 7–9+ • Grade 3
English: 978-1-4333-4352-0
Spanish: 978-1-4333-4569-2

Curriculum includes:

Animal Lifespans

Lifespans and Habitats

chipmunk 2

➤

gerbil 4

➤

hedgehog 7

Different mammals can live for different lengths of
time. This graph shows the number of years each kind of
animal normally lives. Most members of the species die by
the age given. A few live longer.

beaver 12
fennec fox 14
deer 15
sea otter 15
giraffe 20
koala 20 ➤
bat 25
giant panda 30

Mammals live in habitats all over the world. Because
they are warm-blooded, their bodies stay the right
temperature no matter where they live. Some mammals
live in deserts while others live in a snowy wilderness.
|How can this be? Each mammal has body features
suited to where it lives.

gorilla 40

➤
sea cow 60
blue whale 100

20

40

60

80

100

➤
➤
➤
➤

No Water?

The fennec fox and the camel live in the
desert. Both can live for days without drinking
water. The fennec fox’s large ears let extra
heat leave its body to keep it from getting
too hot.

How can some animals go days
without drinking water? Fennec
foxes can get water from the food
they eat. Camels can store large
amounts of water in their bodies—
but not in their humps, as many
people believe.

➤

The musk ox and the Arctic hare live
where it gets very cold in the winter. It never
gets hot there, even in the summer. They have
heavy fur to protect them from the cold.

➤

polar bear 33

0

➤ Fennec Fox

Musk Ox

18

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 28–32 pages
per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

19

Mammal Mania

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
A Day in the Life • Level 3.0

A Day in the Life of a
Cowhand
English 978-1-4333-3862-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-4335-3

A Day in the Life of a Ballet
Dancer
English 978-1-4333-3863-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-4336-0

Animal Groups • Level 3.3

A Day in the Life of a
Firefighter
English 978-1-4333-3864-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-4337-7

Around the World • Level 3.1

Markets Around
the World
English 978-1-4333-3865-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-4338-4

Games Around
the World
English 978-1-4333-3866-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-4339-1

Mammal Mania
English 978-1-4333-3871-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-4344-5

Slithering Reptiles and
Amphibians
English 978-1-4333-3872-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-4345-2

Incredible Invertebrates
English 978-1-4333-3873-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-4346-9

Math at Work • Level 3.4

School Around the World
English 978-1-4333-3867-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-4340-7

Backstage Pass: Fashion
English 978-1-4333-3874-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-4347-6

Big Digs: Construction Site
English 978-1-4333-3875-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-4348-3

How Things Work • Level 3.2

Sweet: Inside a Bakery
English 978-1-4333-3876-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-4349-0

Name: ________
____

____________

____________

_ Date: ____
______

What Do I Kno
w Now?

Directions: The
sentence fram
es below compare
some way. Close
things that are
your eyes and
alike in
think of a food
book. What shap
that was mentione
e do you think
of as you imag
d in the
sentence fram
ine the food?
e.
Complete each

1. A(n) ________

____________

___ is like a(n)

2. A(n) ________

Take Off! All About
Airplanes
English 978-1-4333-3868-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-4341-4

All Aboard! How
Trains Work
English 978-1-43333-869-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-4342-1

____________

Zoom! How Cars Move
English 978-1-4333-3870-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-4343-8

___ is like a(n)

3. A(n) ________

____________

___ is like a(n)

4. A(n) ________

____________

___ is like a(n)

5. A(n) ________

____________

6. A(n) ________

___ is like a(n)

____________

8

___ is like a(n)
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Ages: 7–9+ • Grade 3
English: 978-1-4333-4371-1
Spanish: 978-1-4333-4572-2
Space Gear

Astronauts use many special pieces of equipment while they are in
space. They also wear different kinds of clothing, depending on what their
jobs are for the day.
Some days, astronauts may leave the spacecraft and go out into
space. This is called a space walk. They practice space walks on Earth by
working underwater in a huge swimming pool.

Keeping Track
Floating in water may be the
closest we can come to feeling
weightless on Earth. ▼

NASA must keep track of millions of
parts and pieces of equipment. So,
they developed barcodes. Today,
most businesses use barcodes to
keep track of what they’ve sold and
what’s in stock.

Curriculum includes:

Astronauts wear space suits when they go on
space walks. The suits protect the astronauts from the
harsh conditions of space. In space suits, astronauts won’t get
too hot or too cold. They are also protected from too much pressure
during parts of their space flights.

Astronauts use many special pieces of equipment while they are in
space. They also wear different kinds of clothing, depending on what their
jobs are for the day.
Some days, astronauts may leave the spacecraft and go out into
space. This is called a space walk. They practice space walks on Earth by
working underwater in a huge swimming pool.

Space Gear

Astronauts use
special equipment
to help them
survive away from
the spacecraft. ▶

Keeping Track
Astronauts wear space suits when they go on
NASA must keep track of millions of
space walks. TheFloating
suitsinprotect
the astronauts fromparts
theand pieces of equipment. So,
water may be the
they developed barcodes. Today,
closest
we can come
to feelingsuits, astronauts won’t get
harsh conditionsweightless
of space.
In space
most businesses use barcodes to
on Earth. ▼
keep track of what they’ve sold and
too hot or too cold. They are also protected from what’s
too much
in stock. pressure
during parts of their space flights.

➤

EMUs and MMUs

wear
The suit astronauts
is called
outside the spacecraft
r mobility unit,
an extravehicula
a headphone
or EMU. It has
so the
and a microphone, the team
talk to
astronaut can
It also has
inside the ship.
and water
oxygen to breathe move
to
to drink. In order
the astronaut
around outside,
special backpack
also wears a
or manned
called an MMU,
unit.
maneuvering

Astronauts use
special equipment
to help them
survive away from
the spacecraft. ▶

➤
13

12

EMUs and MMUs

ts wear
The suit astronau
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outside the spacecra
mobility unit,
an extravehicular
a headphone
or EMU. It has
one, so the
and a microph
talk to the team
astronaut can
It also has
inside the ship.
water
and
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oxygen to
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the
around outside,
k
special backpac
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called an MMU,
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maneuvering
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➤
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➤
➤
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Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

Living in Space

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Biome Locations • Level 3.5

African Grasslands
English 978-1-4333-3877-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-4354-4

Amazon Rainforest
English 978-1-4333-3878-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-4355-1

History Of • Level 3.8

Death Valley Desert
English 978-1-4333-3879-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-4356-8

Space • Level 3.6

Blast Off to Space Camp
English 978-1-4333-3880-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-4357-5

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Fluent Plus

Batter Up! History
of Baseball
English 978-1-4333-3886-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-4363-6

Hit It! History of Tools
English 978-1-4333-3887-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-4364-3

Buy It! History of Money
English 978-1-4333-3888-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-4365-0

International Biographies • Level 3.9

Space Exploration
English 978-1-4333-3881-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-4358-2

Living in Space
English 978-1-4333-3882-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-4359-9

Mohandas Gandhi
English 978-1-4333-3889-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-4366-7

Roberto Clemente
English 978-1-4333-3890-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-4367-4

ANIMALS

Body Systems • Level 3.7

Jane Goodall
English 978-1-4333-3891-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-4368-1

Jane Goodall: Animal
Scientist and Friend

Reader Quiz

Directions:
Use what you learne
choose the best
d from reading
answer for each
Jane Goodall: Anima
question.
l Scientist and
Friend to
1. When did Gooda
ll begin her career
studying apes?
a. on a trip
b. after she met
Louis Leaky
c. after college

d. when her dad
bought her a toy
chimp
2. How did Gooda
ll know she was
welcomed to the
a. The chimps
chimp family?
welcomed her
right away.
b. The chimps
let her come near
them.
c. Goodall stayed
quiet and didn’t
make sudden movem
d. Goodall brough
ents.
t the chimps food
and tools to use.
3. What did Gooda
ll record in her
journal?
a. chimp tool
making
b. chimp wars
c. chimp diets

The Five Senses
English 978-1-4333-3883-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-4360-5

The Digestive System
English 978-1-4333-3884-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-4361-2

d. all of these
4. Look at the
pictures. One
is an ape. The
other is a monke
y. How can you
tell the
difference?
a. The monkey
is much darker
in color.
b. The monkey
is much bigger
than the ape.
c. The monkey
has long arms.
d. The monkey
has a long tail.
5. What danger
s did Goodall face
to study apes?
a. accidents

The Human Life Cycle
English 978-1-4333-3885-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-4362-9

8

b. man-eating
animals
c. threats by other
people
d. all of these
6. What was the
most challenging
task for
and examples from
the book to explain Jane Goodall as she studied
the chimps? Use
your answer.
7. Would you be
details
able to do researc
h like Goodall?
answer.
Use details from
the book to suppor
t your

#11113 (i2368)
—Scien

ce Readers: Goodall
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Advanced
Ages: 8–10+ • Grade 4
English: 978-1-4333-4674-3
Spanish: 978-1-4333-7050-2
Finding
Fingerprints

Finding
Fingerprints

NATURAL INK

At the crime scene, CSIs look for fingerprints. A
set of prints can be a valuable clue. The CSI often
searches the crime-scene entrance for fingerprints. A
burglar may have left fingerprints on a window or
a weapon. The CSI will ask witnesses if any objects
have been moved. Broken lamps, drawers, and light
switches are smart places to look for prints. The CSI
may fingerprint people who live in the house. These
prints can be compared to others found in the house.
The CSI must learn which prints don’t belong.

on our
Oils fill the ridges
fingers
fingers. When our
the oils
touch something,
when
leave a print. Even
the oil dries, the image
CSI can
remains. A trained
to
“dust” the fingerprint
make it more visible.

At the crime scene, CSIs look for fingerprints. A
set of prints can be a valuable clue. The CSI often
searches the crime-scene entrance for fingerprints. A
burglar may have left fingerprints on a window or
a weapon. The CSI will ask witnesses if any objects
have been moved. Broken lamps, drawers, and light
switches are smart places to look for prints. The CSI
may fingerprint people who live in the house. These
prints can be compared to others found in the house.
The CSI must learn which prints don’t belong.

Curriculum includes:

NATURAL INK
on our
Oils fill the ridges
fingers
fingers. When our
the oils
touch something,
when
leave a print. Even
the oil dries, the image
CSI can
remains. A trained
to
“dust” the fingerprint
make it more visible.

FIND IT FAST
to the
Every print is compared
database. On TV,
prints stored in a
matches the
a computer quickly
it may take over
prints. In real life,
a fingerprint. It
an hour to match
works.
takes time, but it

FIND IT FAST
to the
Every print is compared
database. On TV,
prints stored in a
matches the
a computer quickly
it may take over
prints. In real life,
a fingerprint. It
an hour to match
works.
takes time, but it
Computers compare prints from
suspects around the world.

14

➤
Each ridge in the fingerprint
is another point to compare.

14 - 15
15

Each ridge in the fingerprint
is another point to compare.
Computers compare prints from
suspects around the world.

14

➤

15

➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 48 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

On the Scene: A CSI’s Life

Leveled
6-packs
Readers
with• lesson
6 copies
plans
with•lesson
$48.99plans
Survival • Level 4.0

Survival! Desert
English 978-1-4333-4841-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-7074-8

Mysteries • Level 4.3

Survival! Ocean
English 978-1-4333-4842-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-7075-5

Survival! Jungle
English 978-1-4333-4843-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-7076-2

Animal Homes • Level 4.1

Bug Builders
English 978-1-4333-4844-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-7077-9

Animal Architects
English 978-1-4333-4845-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-7078-6

Unsolved!
Mysterious Events
English 978-1-4333-4850-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-7083-0

Unsolved!
Mysterious Places
English 978-1-4333-4851-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-7084-7

Unsolved! History’s
Mysteries
English 978-1-4333-4852-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-7085-4

Hang Ten! Surfing
English 978-1-4333-4854-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-7087-8

Final Lap! Go-Kart Racing
English 978-1-4333-4855-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-7088-5

Sports • Level 4.4

Wild Cities
English 978-1-4333-4846-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-7079-3

Defying Gravity!
Rock Climbing
English 978-1-4333-4853-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-7086-1

Careers • Level 4.2
Using Text Typ

es

Desert Sur
vival Tip

s

Portions of the
Surprise Resour
ce Area are extrem
Cell phones are
not
ely remote, with
with some preplan dependable in much of the
unimproved roads
area. Mishaps
ning. The followi
and no service
can be avoide
basic list of supplie
s.
ng
d or made
s, and suggestions is a list of preparations to be
made before your less serious
for what to do
if you become
departure, a
stranded.
d and Prep
are:
• Let someone
at home know
your travel plans
break down, the
and a time you
people at home
will return. If you
people know if
will know where
do get lost or
your
to start looking
• Check local travel plans change.
. Don’t forget
to let these
conditions before
• Learn about
you depart and
the area, get accura
te maps, and plan again at time of travel.
traveling to an
unfam
your agenda conser
• Bring gear approp iliar area.
vatively if you
riate to your activity
are
length of your
, the expected
stay. Many people
range of conditi
have been fooled
ons, and the planne
by
changing conditi
d
Survival Tools
ons.
:
• proper clothin
If Lost, Stran
g for your activity
ded,
(sunglasses, or Brok
hat, sunscreen,
or warmer clothin
en Down:
changes in weathe
g for
• Stay with your
r), good walkin
(or boots), and
vehicle or otherw
g shoes
a walking stick
ise make
yourself visible.
• food (high-e
nergy, non-melting
• Stay put, unless
• water (at least
snacks)
you have a clear
one gallon per
and
specific destina
person
per day)
tion.
• Avoid walkin
g during
Note: purifica
tion tablets and
morning and evenin the heat of the day;
high-te
water filters are
g walking is better
also recommended. ch
conserving your
for
• maps
body’s moistu
re.
• Seek shelter
• compass
from the elemen
ts, but try to
make
yourse
• familiarity with
lf visible (with
smoke or a signal
the area
fire, or a brightl
• GPS unit (make
y colored tarp).
sure you know
how to use it)
• small first aid
kit
• waterproof matche
s (stored in a case
or film caniste
r)
• camping and
emergency tools
• knife

• road flares
• rope or cord
• duct or electric
ian’s tape
• small tarp or
ground cover
• day pack, cargo
carrier, or saddle
carry the preced
bag to
ing gear
• vehicle tools
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urprise/rttips.htm

Behind the Canvas:
An Artist’s Life
English 978-1-4333-4849-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-7082-3

gov/ca/st/en/fo/s

On the Scene: A CSI’s Life
English 978-1-4333-4848-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-7081-6

http://www.blm.

In the Game:
An Athlete’s Life
English 978-1-4333-4847-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-7080-9

l

Plan Ahea

9
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Ages: 8–10+ • Grade 4
English: 978-1-4333-4675-0
Spanish: 978-1-4333-7089-2
Bafflin g Bugs

Baffling Bugs

Arthropods have developed some creepy
adaptations to help them survive. These
critters have lived on Earth for over 500
million years. Scientists believe they were the
first creatures to live on land. And now they
can be found almost every place on Earth.
Insects are a type of arthropod. They are
invertebrates. They have an exoskeleton,
a segmented body, and jointed legs.
Everything from common brown spiders
to the crab are arthropods. This group of
animals includes some of the strangest
species on Earth.

Arthropods have developed some creepy
adaptations to help them survive. These
critters have lived on Earth for over 500
million years. Scientists believe they were the
first creatures to live on land. And now they
can be found almost every place on Earth.
Insects are a type of arthropod. They are
invertebrates. They have an exoskeleton,
a segmented body, and jointed legs.
Everything from common brown spiders
to the crab are arthropods. This group of
animals includes some of the strangest
species on Earth.
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ancient arthropod
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➤
➤
➤
➤
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ancient arthropod
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Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 48 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

Strange but True: Bizarre Animals

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Advanced Plus

Leveled
6-packs
Readers
with• lesson
6 copies
plans
with•lesson
$43.99plans
Health • Level 4.5

Straight Talk: The
Truth About Food
English 978-1-4333-4880-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-7113-4

Community Activism • Level 4.8

Straight Talk: Smoking
English 978-1-4333-4881-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-7114-1

Straight Talk:
Drugs and Alcohol
English 978-1-4333-4882-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-7115-8

Biology • Level 4.6

Strange But True:
Gross Anatomy
English 978-1-4333-4883-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-7116-5

Hand to Heart: Improving
Communities
English 978-1-4333-4889-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-7122-6

Hand to Paw:
Protecting Animals
English 978-1-4333-4890-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-7123-3

Hand to Earth: Saving
the Environment
English 978-1-4333-4891-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-7124-0

Feats and Failures • Level 4.9

Strange but True:
Bizarre Animals
English 978-1-4333-4884-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-7117-2

Strange but True:
Tiny Creatures
English 978-1-4333-4885-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-7118-9

Technology: Feats
& Failures
English 978-1-4333-4892-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-7125-7

Physical: Feats
& Failures
English 978-1-4333-4893-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-7126-4

International Biographies • Level 4.7

Engineering: Feats
& Failures
English 978-1-4333-4894-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-7127-1

Poem

It’s My Body

Helen Keller: A
New Vision
English 978-1-4333-4886-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-7119-6

Nelson Mandela: Leading
the Way
English 978-1-4333-4887-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-7120-2

by Sandy Phan
My body is a tool
I use for many
tasks.
When healthy,
it does most anyth
ing I
Sometimes I forge
t to treat my body ask.
What’s harmful
well.
or healthy? It’s
not too tough
to tell.
But TV ads and
peers may spin
a different tale.
The cool facto
r can really drive
the sale.
But is it cool to
reek of smoke
and
Smoking is like
cough and whee
saying, “Give me
ze?
poison, please.”
Is it cool to gasp
for breath and
often fall behin
I need a health
d?
y body and a stron
g and active mind
Drugs and junk
food filled with
.
sugar
Will weigh me
, fat, and salt
down and bring
me to a halt.
Is it fun to lose
contr
Alcohol and drug ol of emotions that I feel?
use are a losing
It may feel good
deal.
at first and impre
But is it worth
the risk of a dead ss some friends.
ly end?
It’s my body and
I have the powe
r of a “No.”
If you want to
have some fun,
I say, “Let’s go!”
There are tons
of things to do
that
And things to
eat and drink that are danger free
make a healthy,
happy me.

Anne Frank: A Light
in the Dark
English 978-1-4333-4888-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-7121-9

10
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PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Challenging
Ages: 9–11+ • Grade 5
English: 978-1-4333-4676-7
Spanish: 978-1-4333-7128-8

the Hun
Attila
The Scourge of God
W

hen people think of bad guys from long
ago, they get a mental picture. They see
a dirty, muscled man in a pointed fur hat. He
probably has a shaggy moustache and a wild
look in his eyes. They see Attila the Hun, one
of the most feared leaders of ancient times.

Attila the Hun
The Scourge of God

Curriculum includes:

The Scourge
Attila the Hun was so bad that he
was known as the Scourge of God.
A scourge is a whip made of many
straps, meant to cruelly punish an
individual—or even oneself!

➤

The Scourge
Attila the Hun was so bad that he
was known as the Scourge of God.
A scourge is a whip made of many
straps, meant to cruelly punish an
individual—or even oneself!

W

hen people think of bad guys from long
ago, they get a mental picture. They see
a dirty, muscled man in a pointed fur hat. He
probably has a shaggy moustache and a wild
look in his eyes. They see Attila the Hun, one
of the most feared leaders of ancient times.

48

49

Attila’s cruel ways were
so barbaric that many of
those he tried to conquer
joined his forces just to
protect themselves.

48

➤

Attila’s cruel ways were
so barbaric that many of
those he tried to conquer
joined his forces just to
protect themselves.

48 - 49

➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 64 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

49

Bad Guys and Gals of the Ancient World

Leveled
6-packs
Readers
with• lesson
6 copies
plans
with•lesson
$48.99plans
Environmental Science • Level 5.0

Demons of the Deep
English 978-1-4333-4919-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-7152-3

Danger in the Desert
English 978-1-4333-4920-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-7153-0

Careers • Level 5.3

Terror in the Tropics
English 978-1-4333-4921-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-7154-7

Space • Level 5.1

20th Century:
Race to the Moon
English 978-1-4333-4922-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-7155-4

All in a Day’s Work:
Police Officer
English 978-1-4333-4928-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-7161-5

All in a Day’s Work:
ER Doctor
English 978-1-4333-4929-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-7162-2

All in a Day’s Work:
Animator
English 978-1-4333-4930-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-7163-9

Financial Literacy • Level 5.4

21st Century:
Mysteries of Deep Space
English 978-1-4333-4923-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-7156-1

22nd Century:
Future of Space
English 978-1-4333-4924-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-7157-8

Making Money Grow
English 978-1-4333-4931-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-7164-6

Where Does Your
Money Go?
English 978-1-4333-4932-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-7165-3

From Rags to Riches
English 978-1-4333-4933-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-7166-0

Historical Profiles • Level 5.2

Demons of the
Comprehensi

on Mini Less

Using Mental

ons and Prac

Deep (cont.)

tice Opportu

nities

Images

Pages
8–9

Imagining Practi
ce—Ask studen
about sharks.
ts to think about
Reread pages
what they alread
8–9. Ask studen
about filter feeder
y know
ts to make pictur
s.
es in their heads
Entire book
Using Sensory
Images Durin
g Readi
where the reader
needs to use sensor ng—Find examples in the
text
Ask students to
y details to fully
sketch or act out
understand the
each
text.
one.
Glossary
Glossary Sense
Walk—Have studen
words with partne
ts turn to the glossa
rs. What image
ry and read
Have students
s, sights, sound
choose their top
s, and smells come the list of
five favorite words
go with them.
to mind?
and sketch illustra
tions to

Summarizing
Pages
58–59

Page 60

Bad Guys and Gals
of the High Seas
English 978-1-4333-4925-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-7158-5

Bad Guys and Gals
of the Wild West
English 978-1-4333-4926-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-7159-2

Bad Guys and Gals
of the Ancient World
English 978-1-4333-4927-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-7160-8

Entire book

and Paraphra

sing

Using the Glossa
ry to Paraphrase
write the words
—Have studen
on
ts study the glossa
to which headin sticky notes. Instruct them to
g they belong
group the words ry and
with. Have studen
words to help
according
paraphrase what
ts
they have learne then use the glossary
d.
Index Hunt—
Have students
select 10 words
on sticky notes.
from the index
Tell them to mark
and write
key details, and
each word with
a “*” for interesting
a “+” for main ideas, them
small groups.
facts. This may
be done with partnea “–” for
rs or in
Which Heading
Is It?—Have studen
author’s messa
ts select a headin
ge without telling
g and paraphrase
of the class look
the
the
through the book class which heading it is. Have
partner is parap
and name the
the rest
hrasing.
heading they think
their
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Nonfiction Readers

2nd
Edition

Ages: 9–11+ • Grade 5
English: 978-1-4333-4677-4
Spanish: 978-1-4333-7167-7
Mojave
Desert Tortoise

Curriculum includes:

This shelled reptile is green to dark brown in color.
The Mojave desert tortoise has sharp, claw-like scales on
its front legs that can be used for digging. It carves out an
underground burrow to escape the heat of summer and the
cold of winter.

Mojave
Desert Tortoise

Mojave desert tortoises are in danger for many reasons.
Mainly, they are being harmed by the loss of their habitat.
They are also illegally captured as exotic pets. And
disease is causing their decline. Their numbers have
dropped by as much as 90 percent since the 1980s.
.
shelled reptiles
for all similarly that live on land.
a word used
reptiles
Turtle is
for such
is the word

This shelled reptile is green to dark brown in color.
The Mojave desert tortoise has sharp, claw-like scales on
its front legs that can be used for digging. It carves out an
underground burrow to escape the heat of summer and the
cold of winter.

Tortoise

Mojave desert tortoises are in danger for many reasons.
Mainly, they are being harmed by the loss of their habitat.
They are also illegally captured as exotic pets. And
disease is causing their decline. Their numbers have
dropped by as much as 90 percent since the 1980s.

Torto

➤

Tortoises spend
almost all their time
in their burrows. They
hibernate in winter.

Tortoise Facts
These tortoises grow to about 14
inches long and about 6 inches high,
weighing up to 15 pounds. The tortoise
is an herbivore, eating grasses, small
plants, and cacti. Tortoises can survive a
year or more without water! They also
live from 80 to 100 years.

d reptiles.
rly shelle
on land.
for all simila
es that live
a word used
such reptil
Turtl e is
word for
ise is the

➤

Tortoise Facts
These tortoises grow to about 14
inches long and about 6 inches high,
weighing up to 15 pounds. The tortoise
is an herbivore, eating grasses, small
plants, and cacti. Tortoises can survive a
year or more without water! They also
live from 80 to 100 years.

16

17

16 - 17

Tortoises spend
almost all their time
in their burrows. They
hibernate in winter.

16

17

➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 64 pages per
book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
School–Home Connections
Interactiv-eBooks
Audio of books

Endangered Animals of the Desert

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Challenging Plus

Leveled
6-packs
Readers
with• lesson
6 copies
plans
with•lesson
$43.99plans
Animals • Level 5.5

Endangered Animals
of the Sea
English 978-1-4333-4958-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-7191-2

Events in History • Level 5.8

Endangered Animals
of the Desert
English 978-1-4333-4959-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-7192-9

Endangered Animals
of the Jungle
English 978-1-4333-4960-7
Spanish 978-1-4333-7193-6

Physical Science • Level 5.6

Vroom! Speed and
Acceleration
English 978-1-4333-4961-4
Spanish 978-1-4333-7194-3

Unforgettable Natural
Disasters
English 978-1-4333-4967-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-7200-1

Unforgettable News
Reports
English 978-1-4333-4968-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-7201-8

Unforgettable Catastrophes
English 978-1-4333-4969-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-7202-5

Behind the Scenes • Level 5.9

Pop! Air and Water Pressure
English 978-1-4333-4962-1
Spanish 978-1-4333-7195-0

Drag! Friction and
Resistance
English 978-1-4333-4963-8
Spanish 978-1-4333-7196-7

The Cutting Edge: Breakthroughs
in Technology

English 978-1-4333-4970-6
Spanish 978-1-4333-7203-2

Mighty Micros: Little
Things, Big Results
English 978-1-4333-4971-3
Spanish 978-1-4333-7204-9

Careers • Level 5.7

Action! Making Movies
English 978-1-4333-4972-0
Spanish 978-1-4333-7205-6

Poem

The Blind Me

n and the Elepha

nt

by John Godfr
ey Saxe (1816–1887
)

It was six men
of Indostan
To learning much
inclined,
Who went to see
the Elephant
(Though all of
them
That each by obser were blind),
vation
Might satisfy his
mind.

The Fifth, who
chanced to touch
the ear,
Said: “E’en the
blindest man
Can tell what this
resembles most;
Deny the fact who
can,
This marvel of
an Elephant
Is very like a FAN!”

The First appro
ached the Eleph
ant,
And happening
to fall
Against his broad
and sturdy side,
At once began
to bawl:
“God bless me!
but the Elephant
Is very like a WALL
!”
The Second, feelin
g of the tusk,
Cried, “Ho, what
have we here,
So very round
and smooth and
sharp?
To me ‘tis might
y clear
This wonder of
an Elephant
Is very like a SPEAR
!”

Fearless! Stunt People
English 978-1-4333-4964-5
Spanish 978-1-4333-7197-4

Wild Work! Animal Trainers
English 978-1-4333-4965-2
Spanish 978-1-4333-7198-1

The Third appro
ached the anima
l,
And happening
to take
The squirming
trunk within his
hands,
Thus boldly up
and
“I see,” quoth he, spake:
“the Elephant
Is very like a SNAK
E!”

Dangerous Catch! Deep
Sea Fishers
English 978-1-4333-4966-9
Spanish 978-1-4333-7199-8

The Sixth no soone
r had begun
About the beast
to grope,
Than seizing on
the swinging tail
That fell within
his scope,
“I see,” quoth he,
“the Elephant
Is very like a ROPE!
”
And so these men
of Indostan
Disputed loud
and long,
Each in his own
opinion
Exceeding stiff
and
Though each was strong,
partly in the right,
And all were in
the wrong!

The Fourth reach
ed out an eager
hand,
And felt about
the knee
“What most this
wondrous beast
is like
Is mighty plain,”
quoth he:
“’Tis clear enoug
h the Elephant
Is very like a TREE!”

10
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Additional Grade Level Readers
PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Add more TIME FOR KIDS Readers to your literacy collection

Level K
Ages 4—6+ • Grade K

6-Packs Include:
I have one nose.

➤ Books—6 copies each of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan—Includes the lesson and activity for the selected title

How about you?
5

4

Counting: Your Body

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

Counting: Your Body
English 978-1-4258-3374-9
Spanish 978-1-4258-2714-4

Outside the Box: Teams
English 978-1-4258-3375-6
Spanish 978-1-4258-2715-1

Make It: Pattern Art
English 978-1-4258-3376-3
Spanish 978-1-4258-2716-8

Life in Numbers: Our Favorites
English 978-1-4258-3377-0
Spanish 978-1-4258-2717-5

Communicate! Animal Talk
English 978-1-4258-3378-7
Spanish 978-1-4258-2718-2

Showdown: Real or Pretend
English 978-1-4258-3379-4
Spanish 978-1-4258-2719-9

The Best You: Win or Lose
English 978-1-4258-3380-0
Spanish 978-1-4258-2720-5

Fantastic Kids: Care for Animals
English 978-1-4258-3381-7
Spanish 978-1-4258-2721-2

Name ____________

________________
____ Date __________
___

ears

4

or . Write

fingers

They touch.
Counting: You
r Body

Elephants talk
with their trunks.

5

© Teacher Created

Materials
28694 (i20784)–Count
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Monitor Compre
hension

Words to Know

Directions: Do
you know the
the word. Mat
word? Circle
ch the picture.
nose
tongue

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

11

Additional Grade Level Readers
Level 1
Ages 5—7+ • Grade 1

6-Packs Include:
➤ Books—6 copies each of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan—Includes the lesson and activity for the selected
title
Outside the Box: Like a Family

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Add more TIME FOR KIDS Readers to your literacy collection

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

Outside the Box: Like a Family
English 978-1-4258-3382-4
Spanish 978-1-4258-2722-9

Showdown: Animal Groups
English 978-1-4258-3383-1
Spanish 978-1-4258-2723-6

Counting: The Seasons
English 978-1-4258-3384-8
Spanish 978-1-4258-2724-3

Life in Numbers: Smart Shoppers
English 978-1-4258-3385-5
Spanish 978-1-4258-2725-0

Communicate! How You Say It
English 978-1-4258-3386-2
Spanish 978-1-4258-2726-7

Make It: Unusual Art
English 978-1-4258-3387-9
Spanish 978-1-4258-2727-4

The Best You: Calm Down
English 978-1-4258-3388-6
Spanish 978-1-4258-2728-1

Fantastic Kids: Theater Kids
English 978-1-4258-3389-3
Spanish 978-1-4258-2729-8

Name ____________

________________
____ Date __________
___
Monitor Compre
hension

Words to Know

Directions: Do
you know the
the word. Mat
word? Circle
ch the picture.
family
class

or . Write

team
community

Outside the Box
:

14

Like a Family

Artists even work with
food.
They change how it looks.
They make sculptures.
They make food art.

15
© Teacher Created

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!
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Additional Grade Level Readers
PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Add more TIME FOR KIDS Readers to your literacy collection

Level 2
Ages 6—8+ • Grade 2

6-Packs Include:
➤ Books—6 copies each of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan—Includes the lesson and activity for the selected
title
Make It: Henna Designs

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

Fantastic Kids:
George Washington Carver
English 978-1-4258-3390-9
Spanish 978-1-4258-2730-4

Make It: Henna Designs
English 978-1-4258-3391-6
Spanish 978-1-4258-2731-1

Life in Numbers: Write Haiku
English 978-1-4258-3392-3
Spanish 978-1-4258-2732-8

The Best You:
Making Things Right
English 978-1-4258-3393-0
Spanish 978-1-4258-2733-5

Communicate! Tongue Twisters
English 978-1-4258-3394-7
Spanish 978-1-4258-2734-2

Outside the Box: New Ideas!
English 978-1-4258-3395-4
Spanish 978-1-4258-2735-9

Showdown: Players Around
the World
English 978-1-4258-3396-1
Spanish 978-1-4258-2736-6

Counting: Earth’s Biomes
English 978-1-4258-3397-8
Spanish 978-1-4258-2737-3

Name: _______________
________________
Date: ____________

Words to Know

(cont.)

Summarize

Word

Henna artists use simple
shapes like circles, squares, and
lines. But they layer these shapes
in different ways. Some artists
make large designs with bold
shapes. Some designs may have
dots and wavy lines. Others look
like lace or flowers.

Notes

symbol
(noun)
What shapes do you see
on this woman’s arms?

custom
(noun)

fades
(verb)

Word

Notes



10

Make It: Henna Des
igns

patterns
(noun)

11

© Teacher Created

Materials
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–Make It: Henna

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
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View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

Designs

13

Additional Grade Level Readers
Level 3
Ages 7—9+ • Grade 3

6-Packs Include:
➤ Books—6 copies each of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan—Includes the lesson and activity for the selected
title
Life in Numbers: Managing Time

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Add more TIME FOR KIDS Readers to your literacy collection

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

Life in Numbers: Managing Time
English 978-1-4258-3398-5
Spanish 978-1-4258-2738-0

You Can Too!
Civil Rights Champions
English 978-1-4258-3399-2
Spanish 978-1-4258-2739-7

Tech World: 20th
Century Inventions
English 978-1-4258-3400-5
Spanish 978-1-4258-2740-3

Fantastic Kids: Helping Others
English 978-1-4258-3401-2
Spanish 978-1-4258-2741-0

Communicate! Pop Song Lyrics
English 978-1-4258-3402-9
Spanish 978-1-4258-2742-7

Technology For All:
Wi-Fi Around the World
English 978-1-4258-3403-6
Spanish 978-1-4258-2743-4

Just Right Words: Fighting Fair
English 978-1-4258-3404-3
Spanish 978-1-4258-2744-1

Showdown: Alpha Animals
English 978-1-4258-3405-0
Spanish 978-1-4258-2745-8

Monitor Compreh
ension

Name:

____________________
____________
Date: __________
____

Words to Kno

w

Directions: Befo
re studying each
background know
word, assess
your
ledge. Then,
work with your
to define each
group
word.
Self
Rating

Word

Definition

society
(page 4)

________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____

mechanical
(page 5)

Life in Numbers:

Managing Time

jigsaw
puzzles
(page 14)

12

jacks
(page 14)
average
(page 17)

________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____

volunteering
(page 18)

________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____

________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____

28718 (i20808)

0

This word is
brand new
to me.

________________
________________
________________
_____
________________
________________
________________
_____

—Life in Number

s: Managing Time

1
I’ve seen this
word before,
but I don’t
know what it
means.

2
I know a little
bit about this
word.

3
I could teach
this word to
a friend.

© Teacher Created

Materials

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!
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Additional Grade Level Readers
PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Add more TIME FOR KIDS Readers to your literacy collection
Lawless Land
Yellowstone became a national park at a time
when most public land was being sold off. But in
the beginning, no one thought about its upkeep or
about protecting its wildlife. There was nothing
to prevent vandals from harming the land. People
stayed in the park. They hunted wildlife and cut
down trees.
One man oversaw Yellowstone. But he was
unpaid and had another job that kept him busy.
He stepped inside the park only twice in five years!
The men who held the job after him were not any
more effective. Congress refused to give money
to protect the park. So 14 years after Yellowstone
became a national park, the U.S. Army took charge.
Soldiers stood guard and patrolled the parks, but
the only way for them to punish lawbreakers was
to evict them.

Level 4
Ages 8—10+ • Grade 4

Save the Bison

In 1902, few bison were
left in
Yellowstone due to illegal
hunting.
When a report spread about
a poacher
in the park, the public took
note.
They pushed Congress to
give the army
a way to enforce rules.
Today, there
are over 5,000 bison in
Yellowstone.

6-Packs Include:
➤ Books—6 copies each of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan—Includes the lesson and activity for the selected
title

› Who benefits from the
establishment of national
parks? Who is harmed by it?

hot spring pool in
Yellowstone National
Park, Wyoming

› Why do we need laws to protect
natural spaces?

› Can parks be preserved and still
be open to people?

8

9

Parks for All: U.S. National Parks

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

Tech World: Cell Phone Pros
and Cons
English 978-1-4258-3406-7

You Can Too! Change the World
English 978-1-4258-3407-4

Parks for All: U.S. National Parks
English 978-1-4258-3408-1

Communicate! Characters
with Courage
English 978-1-4258-3409-8

Just Right Words: Slam Poetry
English 978-1-4258-3410-4

Fantastic Kids: Young Artists
English 978-1-4258-3411-1

Showdown: Animal Defenses
English 978-1-4258-3412-8

Life in Numbers: Stressed Out!
English 978-1-4258-3413-5

Name _______________

_________________
Date _____________

Poets in Chicago

This photo shows a teen
performing for an audience
at a poetry slam.
› What emotions do you
think the poet is feeling?

Descr iption Gra

In 2008, the group started a program for kids
ages 8 to 14. It is called ½ Pint Poetics. Kids are
taught to think and write about “class, race, gender,
and global impact,” says Bullie. School teams take
part in a poetry slam each year. The slam ends
with a hip-hop concert.

Directions: Use

phic Organizer

to record infor

mation from

Writing

the text.

Performing

t Kyle
High school studen poetry
regular
Taylor hosts a
.
slam at his school

› What clues in the photo
give you an idea of how
the poet might feel?

Competi ng

› What do you think the
poem could be about?

Slam
Poetry
The Poets

Just Right Words:

15

Slam Poetry



14

the organizer

© Teacher Created

Materials
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—Just Right Words:

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
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Determine Mea
ning

Kuumba Lynx (KOOM-buh LIHNKS) is
an urban arts youth group in Chicago. It was
founded by Jaquanda Villegas (juh-KWAN-duh
vee-YEY-guhs) and Jacinda Bullie (hah-SIHNduh BUL-ee) more than 20 years ago. The group
provides a safe place where teens can express
their thoughts. In the group, teens connect with
poetry through the use of hip-hop. Villegas says,
“Like the MC in hip-hop, the slam poet has the
power to move the crowd!”

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

Slam Poetry

11

Additional Grade Level Readers
Title

Changing Language

Level 5

5000 b.c.

This shift in language is not unique to social media.
The words we use are always changing and evolving.
Sometimes change happens so slowly that it’s hard to
notice; at other times, it seems to happen overnight!
But why does language have to change? One reason
is that it must meet the needs of the people who use it,
and since people change over time, so does language.

4300 b.c.
hieroglyphics

Scientists have studied how those changes happen.
One way is that inventions and technology often
require new words. Social media is simply a new
experience that comes with a new set of vocabulary.

3000 b.c.
cuneiform

Date

2650 b.c.
Chinese alphabet

Date

900

Date

Ages 9—11+ • Grade 5

730
Greek

Google It!

so popular
engine is
le™ search
its name
ed using
The Goog
le have start
g. Have
that peop
le somethin
—to Goog
“I don’t
as a verb
eone say,
was
heard som
The term
you ever
it”?
le
Goog
know, just
that it was
often
so
y.
used
the dictionar
added to
not welcome
That was
le (the
Goog
for
news
), since they
company
le never
ask that peop way!
that
use it in

6-Packs Include:

1600

Latin

cursive

1900

➤ Books—6 copies each of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan—Includes the lesson and activity for the selected
title

present day

2000

social media

binary

Language
Making Sense of that language is

the idea
One way to test
writings
is to look at old
always changing
the
and them. Read
and try to underst
if it makes sense
text below and see
be
the words might
to you. Some of
meanings are tricky.
familiar, but the

8

9

Tech World: The Language of Social Media

PRIMARY YEARS LITERACY

Add more TIME FOR KIDS Readers to your literacy collection

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

Life in Numbers:
Choose Your Career
English 978-1-4258-3414-2

Communicate! Documentaries
English 978-1-4258-3415-9

Sports for All: The Impact
of Title IX
English 978-1-4258-3416-6

Fantastic Kids: Malala Yousafzai
English 978-1-4258-3417-3

Tech World: The Language
of Social Media
English 978-1-4258-3418-0

You Can Too!
Success After Failure
English 978-1-4258-3419-7

Showdown: The Fight for Space
English 978-1-4258-3420-3

Just Right Words:
Revising the Constitution
English 978-1-4258-3421-0

Name _______________

_________________
Date _____________

the organizer

Graphic Organizer

to record infor

mation from

Cause

Education

The annual death rate for
children would drop by nearly 1
million. If all mothers finished
high school, the death rate
for children would be cut in half,
saving 3 million lives a year.

12

The difference in pay between a man and a woman
drops with equal education.

75%
64%
U.S.

50%

UK

65%

Canada

66%

25%

62%

50%

China

France

Effect

Educated mothers are
twice as likely to send their
children to school, creating
a cycle of educated women.

Nearly 2 million children
would be saved from stunting
caused by hunger each year.
If those mothers also finished
high school, that number
jumps to 12 million.

Fantastic Kids: Mal
ala Yousafzai

The death rate for women
giving birth would be
reduced, which would save
98,000 lives a year. This is
mainly because educated
mothers are more likely to
have their babies in hospitals,
where doctors are available
to help in emergencies.

the text.

Effect

Comparing Wages of Men and Women by Country
100%
Percent of Wages

There are 32 million girls around the world who will
not receive an eighth-grade-level education. There are
98 million more girls who will not receive a high school
education. That is a total of 130 million girls! The right
to an education affects many areas of a woman’s life.
Here are a few ways in which girls with at least an eighthgrade-level education find it easier to succeed.

Ask Questions

Cause and Effect

Directions: Use

Effect

13

© Teacher Created

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
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MIDDLE YEARS LITERACY

Nonfiction Readers
Grade 6
Ages: 10–12+
English: 978-1-4938-3588-1
First things first. Look around you to check out water
availability in obvious sources such as creeks, streams,
and lakes. You can also look for snow, ice, or slush, which
are merely frozen water. While looking around, you’ll
quickly be able to answer, “Yes, I have a water supply” or
“No, there’s no water in sight.”

Signs of
Dehy

Yes, I Have a Water Supply
First things first. Look around you to check out water
availability in obvious sources such as creeks, streams,
and lakes. You can also look for snow, ice, or slush, which
are merely frozen water. While looking around, you’ll
quickly be able to answer, “Yes, I have a water supply” or
“No, there’s no water in sight.”

Signs of

Deh

If your answer is yes, then you are in relatively good
shape. You just need to make sure that the water is clean
enough to drink. You should assume that all water is
contaminated. You’ll need to treat any and all water before

you drink it, unless you are completely certain the water is
ydratio
Dehydration
n
to know the is a serious issue. safe. (Read about treating water on pages 26–27.)
It
If snow,
tantice, and slush are available, they can be melted
dehydration symptoms. Sympt is impor
omstoofdrink, but you’ll need a container to store the water. Of
judgment, include headaches, course,
just as with any water, be sure to decontaminate
depression,
nause poor
If a person
and dark it bya,
or treating it so it’s safe.
is
yellow boiling
urine.
she is likely not urinating at
all, then
dehydrated.
he or

Yes, I Have a Water Supply

Curriculum includes:

dration
Dehydrat
ion
to know the is a serious issue.
It is importan
symptom
dehydrat
t
ion include s. Symptoms of
judgmen
headache
t, depressio
s,
n, and dark nausea, poor
If a person
is
yellow urine.
she is likely not urinating at
all, then
dehydrat
he or
ed.

If your answer is yes, then you are in relatively good
shape. You just need to make sure that the water is clean
enough to drink. You should assume that all water is
contaminated. You’ll need to treat any and all water before
you drink it, unless you are completely certain the water is
safe. (Read about treating water on pages 26–27.)

No, There’s No Water in Sight

If snow, ice, and slush are available, they can be melted
to drink, but you’ll need a container to store the water. Of
course, just as with any water, be sure to decontaminate
it by boiling or treating it so it’s safe.

If your answer is no, you will need to find water in a
situation where it is not obvious. There are many ways to
24
do this, and some will surprise you. Keep reading
to find
out how to do this!

➤

No, There’s No Water in Sight
If your answer is no, you will need to find water in a
situation where it is not obvious. There are many ways to
do this, and some will surprise you. Keep reading to find
out how to do this!

➤
25

24 - 25

24

25

➤
➤
➤
➤

Books—15 titles, 6 copies each, 32–64 pages
per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
Interactiv-eBooks
School–Home Connections
Audio of books

Struggle for Survival: Water

Leveled
6-packs
Readers
with• lesson
6 copies
plans
with•lesson
$59.99plans
$48.99
History of Cool Stuff • Levels 6.7–6.9

History of Video Games
English 978-1-4938-3684-0

History of Comic Books
English 978-1-4938-3685-7

Counting on Survival • Level 6.3

History of Monster Movies
English 978-1-4938-3686-4

Young Adult Literature:
The Worlds Inside Us
English 978-1-4938-3688-8

Struggle for Survival:
Shelter
English 978-1-4938-3694-9

Struggle for Survival: Fire
English 978-1-4938-3695-6

Real Science of Fantasy • Levels 6.4–6.9

Real World of Literature • Level 6.8

Young Adult Literature:
Magical Worlds
English 978-1-4938-3687-1

Struggle for Survival: Water
English 978-1-4938-3693-2

Young Adult Literature:
Dystopian Worlds
English 978-1-4938-3689-5

The Science of Magic
English 978-1-4938-3696-3

The Science of Monsters
English 978-1-4938-3697-0

You Are There! Ancient Times • Levels 6.0–6.4

The Science of
Superpowers
English 978-1-4938-3698-7

Name: ______
______

____________

____________

Closer Look:

____________

_ Date: ______
______

__________

Arcade Revolu

tion

Directions: First
Read—Read for
Second Read—
the gist of the
text. Star key words
Underline the
phrases that give
marks (!) by the
and phrases
explicit inform
most important
ation. Third Read—as you read.
pieces of explici
t information.
Review and revise Put exclamation
as needed.
Linguistic/Se
mantic Filter—
Driving Quest
Focus on Explic
ions: What explici
it Information
t
explicit inform
ation lead reader information does this passag
e provide? How
s to make inferen
does the
ces?
Margin Notes

Arcade Revolution
The first succe
ssful video game
company was
started in June
Atari. It was
1972 by Nolan
Bushnell and Ted
The very first engin
Dabney.
eer they hired
was Allan Alcorn
designed Pong
. He
as an in-house
test. He based
it on the
ping-pong style
game from The
Odyssey. But Pong
so much fun that
was
Atari decided
to
sell it as its first
product! It becam
major
e the first comm
ercially successful
coin-operated
video game. Many
more games were
to follow.
soon

You Are There! Ancient
Greece 432 BC
English 978-1-4938-3690-1

You Are There! Ancient
China 305 BC
English 978-1-4938-3691-8

A Sneaky Comp
etitor
Distributors are
companies that
make sure produ
get where custo
cts
mers can buy
them. When the
games were being
first video
made, each distrib
utor insisted on
being the only
one a company
worked with. If
worked with the
Atari
distributor that
put games at ice
parlors, for instan
cream
ce, Atari could
n’t work with the
put games in pizza
one that
parlors. Atari got
sneaky. Bushn
company’s cofou
ell, the
nder, convinced
his long-time friend
Keenan to start
Joe
a new company.
He called it Kee
Kee Games made
Games.
almost the same
games as Atari,
it used different
but
distributors. That
way, the same
would be playe
games
d in twice as many
places!

You Are There! Ancient
Egypt 1336 BC
English 978-1-4938-3692-5
© Teacher Created

Materials
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6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
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View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

Nonfiction Readers
Ages: 11–13+
English: 978-1-4938-3589-8

Robots That Drive
Remote-controlled cars and trucks have been around for
years. But today, engineers are developing a new prototype
that may not need a remote. What if cars could drive
themselves? How would that change our world? Thanks to
the work of researchers and engineers across the country,
we may soon find out.

Curriculum includes:

The first driverless car competition, the DARPA Grand
Challenge, took place in 2004. (DARPA stands for Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency.) The competition was
largely a failure. No team crossed the finish line
to claim the cash prize. But the competition set
in motion the race to create an autonomous
vehicle.

➤

Come 2005, the teams were more
prepared. They had analyzed what went
wrong with their vehicles in the previous race
and made adjustments. Their redesigned vehicles
were ready to take on the 130 miles (209.2 kilometers) of
desert terrain.

➤

re

Hardware vs. Softwa

A
hardware and software.
Every robot has
is its physical structure,
robot’s hardware
touch.
you can see and
the parts and pieces electrical systems
Software is the robot’s ing. It helps the
or computer programm
A robot
its environment.
do
machine interpret
needs software to
it
but
great,
can look
something great.

Robotics Controls Engineer

➤
➤
➤
➤

A controls engineer is
in charge of how robots
are
“controlled.” They design
the software that brings
bots to life. Controls engineers
usually have degrees
in electrical engineering
or mechanical engineering.

30

31

STEM Careers: Reinventing Robotics

Books—18 titles, 6 copies each, 32–64 pages
per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
Interactiv-eBooks
School–Home Connections
Audio of books

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans
Extreme Sports • Levels 7.3–7.8

No Way! Spectacular
Sports Stories
English 978-1-4938-3699-4

No Way! Jolting Jumps
English 978-1-4938-3700-7

Real World of Literature • Levels 7.5–7.6

No Way! Amazing
Acrobatics
English 978-1-4938-3701-4

Film and Stage Magic • Levels 7.6–7.9

FX! Lighting and Sound
English 978-1-4938-3702-1

FX! Costumes and Makeup
English 978-1-4938-3703-8

Stepping Into William
Shakespeare’s World
English 978-1-4938-3708-3

Stepping Into Louisa May
Alcott’s World
English 978-1-4938-3709-0

Stepping Into Mark
Twain’s World
English 978-1-4938-3710-6

STEM • Levels 7.8–7.9

FX! Computer-Generated
Imagery
English 978-1-4938-3704-5

STEM Careers:
Metamorphosis of Medicine
English 978-1-4938-3711-3

STEM Careers: Enhancing
Engineering
English 978-1-4938-3712-0

STEM Careers: Reinventing
Robotics
English 978-1-4938-3713-7

You Are There! Natural Disasters • Levels 7.0–7.9
Lesson 3: No

Way! Amazing

Acrobatics (cont.)

Comparing Sou

rces

Have students
read a passage
from
Soleil (page 11),
and compare and TIME FOR KIDS, Another Look at
Cirque du
Amazing Acroba
contrast it to inform
tics. Discussion
ation given in
should focus on
style of writing
No Way!
why an
over another when
delivering inform author chooses one
ation to a reader
.
Quick Writ

ing Prompt

Pages 12–13 of
No Way! Amazi
ng Acrobats describ
acrobats balanc
e. Have studen
e center of mass
ts think about
had to balance
times in their lives and how
on something.
If students are
when they
times they had
struggling with
to balance, offer
thinking of
ideas, such as
a curb.
riding a bike or
walking on
• Below-grade
-level students:
Before writing
pictures of thems
, have students
elves balancing.
draw
before starting
Getting visual
images in their
may help them
minds
describe the situati
• On-grade-le
vel students:
ons more clearly
Encourage
pictures of thems
.
elves when learnin students to draw before and
be supported
after
g to balance. Their
by the picture
writing should
s.
• Above-grade
-level students:
Challenge studen
about times in
the future when
ts to draw and
write
they will have
to carefully balanc
e.

Real-World Conn
ectio

ns

You Are There!
Pompeii 79
English 978-1-4938-3705-2

You Are There!
London 1666
English 978-1-4938-3706-9

• In small groups
, have
appropriate Cirque students research
du Soleil shows
Together, have
them create poster .
advertising the
s
shows of their
choice.
Information and
details from the
be included.
text should

You Are There!
San Francisco 1906
English 978-1-4938-3707-6

Opportunities

to Develop

Fluency
• Acrobatics History
—Have studen
ts use the
“Acrobatics from
China” chapter
to perform
oral histories on
the history of
acrobatics.
Allow time for
students to write
the text
and practice their
fluency, expres
intonation.
sion, and

History’s Superstars • Levels 7.5–7.9
6

25701 (i13746)

—No Way! Amazing

Acrobats
© Teacher Created
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16th Century Superstar:
Da Vinci
English 978-1-4938-3720-5

18th Century Superstar:
Mozart
English 978-1-4938-3721-2

20th Century Superstar:
Curie
English 978-1-4258-5160-6

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!
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MIDDLE YEARS LITERACY

Grade 7

MIDDLE YEARS LITERACY

Nonfiction Readers
Grade 8
Ages: 12–14+
A History Lesson
Lin-Manuel Miranda was looking around an airport
bookstore one day, trying to find a book to sink his teeth
into on the beach of Mexico. He stumbled across Alexander
Hamilton, an 800-page bestselling biography by Ron
Chernow. Hamilton was an orphan from the Caribbean
who wrote his way out of poverty. He overcame all odds to
become one of the Founding Fathers of the United States.
Miranda was inspired. He wanted to bring Hamilton’s story
to life in a new way. He started writing the historic story
again—this time as a hip-hop musical.

English: 978-1-4938-3590-4

Presidential Praise

students that
Michelle Obama told
piece of art
Hamilton is “the best
ever seen in
in any form that I have
Barack Obama
my life.” President
we thought
said, “the first thing
we do to
about was what could
of creativity in
encourage this kind
our kids.”
to
history
teaching

Curriculum includes:
➤
➤

The Room Where It Happened
In 2009, The White House held its first ever Evening of
Poetry, Music, and the Spoken Word. First Lady Michelle
Obama said the event was a way to hear from diverse
voices and celebrate the power of words. Miranda was
invited to perform. He thought it was the perfect time to try
out one of his songs from The Hamilton Mixtape, which
he would later rename Hamilton. “This is about the life
of somebody who embodies hip-hop: Treasury Secretary
Alexander Hamilton,” Miranda joked with the crowd.

4

Since then, Hamilton: An American Musical became
one of the most successful musicals of all time. And,
Lin-Manuel Miranda is the creative genius behind it. So,
just who is Lin-Manuel Miranda?

➤
➤
➤
➤

5

Game Changers: Lin-Manuel Miranda

Books—18 titles, 6 copies each, 32–64 pages
per book in print and digital formats
Teacher’s Guide with a lesson plan for
each book
Assessment Guide
Interactiv-eBooks
School–Home Connections
Audio of books

6-packs with lesson plans
The Power of Patterns • Levels 8.3–8.4

Power of Patterns:
Cryptography
English 978-1-4938-3714-4

Power of Patterns: Coding
English 978-1-4938-3715-1

Suprising Things • Levels 8.3–8.6

Power of Patterns: Fractals
English 978-1-4938-3716-8

Safe & Sound • Levels 8.4–8.7

Safe & Sound: Stop Bullying
English 978-1-4938-3717-5

Safe & Sound: Social Media
English 978-1-4938-3718-2

Surprising Things We Do
for Beauty
English 978-1-4938-3726-7

Surprising Things We Eat
English 978-1-4938-3727-4

Surprising Things We
Do for Fun
English 978-1-4938-3728-1

You Are There! U.S. History • Levels 8.2–8.5

Safe & Sound: Our Health
English 978-1-4938-3719-9

You Are There! Gettysburg,
July 1–3, 1863
English 978-1-4938-3933-9

True Life • Levels 8.3–8.7

You Are There!
Pearl Harbor,
December 7, 1941
English 978-1-4938-3934-6

You Are There!
March on Washington,
August 28, 1963
English 978-1-4938-3935-3

Name: ______
______

____________

____________

____________

_ Date: ______
______

__________

Prior Knowled

ge

Directions: Before
reading, take a
about what you
few
would like to know notes about your prior knowl
learned.
edge of crypto
about the topic.
graphy. Think
Then, after readin
g, write about
what you

Cryptography

Prior knowledge

True Life: Alexander
Hamilton
English 978-1-4938-3723-6

True Life: Frederick
Douglass
English 978-1-4938-3724-3

True Life: Alice Paul
English 978-1-4938-3725-0

I’d like to know…

Game Changers • Level 8.0–8.8

What I learne

d…

8

25714 (i13759)

—Power of Patterns
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Game Changers:
Lin-Manuel Miranda
English 978-1-4938-3936-0

52

Game Changers: A
Biography of J. K. Rowling
English 978-1-4938-3937-7

Game Changers:
Kwame Alexander
English 978-1-4938-3938-4

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

Additional Middle Years Readers
MIDDLE YEARS LITERACY

Add more TIME Readers to your literacy collection

Level 6
Ages 10—12+ • Grade 6

6-Packs Include:
➤ Books—6 copies each of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan—Includes the lesson and activity for the selected
title
Failure: Disasters in History

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

Unsung Heroes: Animal Welfare
English 978-1-4258-3422-7

Deception: Real or Fake News?
English 978-1-4258-3423-4

Legacy: The Names
Behind the Brands
English 978-1-4258-3424-1

Fantastic Lives: College Bound
English 978-1-4258-3425-8

Life in Numbers: What Is Average?
English 978-1-4258-3426-5

Communicate!: World
Leaders Speak
English 978-1-4258-3427-2

Showdown: Olympic Spirit
English 978-1-4258-3428-9

Failure: Disasters in History
English 978-1-4258-3429-6

Name _______________
_______________
_______________
__

Date _______________
_

Organizer

Cause

Effect

Synthesize Elem
ents

Cause and Effect Gra
phic

Directions: Use
the organizer
to record infor
cause related
to failure and
mation from
the text. Write
three possible
effects.
one

Effect

Failure: Disaster
s in History

Effect

© Teacher Created

Materials
28749 (i20839)

–Failure: Disaster

i20832_i20839_EXR_L6

_6PK_lesson.indd

s in History

11

11

5/21/18 9:57
AM

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!
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Additional Middle Years Readers
MIDDLE YEARS LITERACY

Add more TIME Readers to your literacy collection

Level 7
Ages 11—13+ • Grade 7

6-Packs Include:
➤ Books—6 copies each of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan—Includes the lesson and activity for the selected
title
Legacy: Fictional Favorties

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

Unsung Heroes: Pioneers in Science
English 978-1-4258-3430-2

Deception: Reality TV
English 978-1-4258-3431-9

Legacy: Fictional Favorites
English 978-1-4258-3432-6

Fantastic Lives: Business Sense
English 978-1-4258-3433-3

Life in Numbers: Polls and Surveys
English 978-1-4258-3434-0

Communicate!: Sports Speeches
English 978-1-4258-3435-7

Showdown: Underdogs
English 978-1-4258-3436-4

Failure: Business Blunders
English 978-1-4258-3437-1

_________________
Date _____________

Big Idea: Roles

What does it

mean?

Why are some roles

overlooked?

Record your thoug
hts using exam
ples from the

text.

Unsung Heroes:
Pioneers in Science

Monitor Compreh
ension

Name _______________

14

28750 (i20840)

—Unsung Heroes:

Pioneers in Science
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6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)
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View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!

Materials

Additional Middle Years Readers
MIDDLE YEARS LITERACY

Add more TIME Readers to your literacy collection

Level 8
Ages 12—14+ • Grade 8

6-Packs Include:
➤ Books—6 copies each of selected title
➤ Lesson Plan—Includes the lesson and activity for the selected
title
Deception: Why Do People Lie?

Leveled Readers • 6 copies with lesson plans

Unsung Heroes: Risk Takers
English 978-1-4258-3438-8

Deception: Why Do People Lie?
English 978-1-4258-3439-5

Legacy: Business Leaders
English 978-1-4258-3440-1

Fantastic Lives: Against All Odds
English 978-1-4938-6546-8

Life in Numbers: The Electoral College
English 978-1-4938-6547-5

Communicate!: Memorable Lines
English 978-1-4938-6548-2

Showdown: Rivalries
English 978-1-4938-6549-9

Failure: Heartbreaks in Sports
English 978-1-4938-6550-5

Monitor Compreh
ension

Name _______________

_________________
Date _____________

Words to Know

Directions: Befor
e
background know studying each word, asses
s your
ledge.

Self-Rating

Word

poverty
(page 6)
canonized
(page 15)

Heroism in Action

But how many heroes do people really know about?
There are a few famous names that come to mind
immediately. Others are celebrated only briefly, the
stories of their bravery and sacrifices quickly forgotten.

epidemic
(page 18)

Takers

These are the stories of just a few unsung heroes
throughout history. These six men, women, and
children took action without expecting anything in
return. Recognized or not, their heroism made a
difference, and they deserve to have their stories told
and remembered.

12

Real-Life
Inspiration
› What traits make someone a hero?
› Who are the heroes in your life, and
what makes them your heroes?

› How might people’s lives change

impoverished
(page 26)

Unsung Heroes:
Risk

Throughout history, heroes have risen to help others
in times of war, tragedy, and injustice. Young and
old, male and female, weak and strong, they’ve risked
their lives. Some have even lost their lives, selflessly
sacrificing everything for people in need.

Definition

injustice
(page 4)

endured
(page 30)
embedded
(page 36)
anesthesia
(page 38)

28758 (i20848)

—Unsung Heroes:

0
This word is
brand new
to me.

1
I’ve seen this
word before,
but I don’t
know what
it means.

2
I kind of know
what this
word means.

3
I could teach
this word to
a friend.

Risk Takers
© Teacher Created

Materials

Two teenage boys created
Superman, the comic book
hero, in the 1930s. One of
them had lost his father, who
was shot during a robbery.
The tragedy may have inspired
the boy to invent a hero who
could survive anything.

when they are labeled as heroes?

4

5

6-pack (6 copies with a lesson plan)

View sample pages online: Click Here
Order through your Distributor Today!
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PYP Themes
IB THEME COLLECTIONS

Inquiry-Based Leveled Readers
Additional titles to support your literacy program
Select from over 625 titles aligned to the six transdisciplinary themes to add a variety of engaging
books to support your curriculum needs. These high-interest titles build reading comprehension, vocabulary,
critical-thinking skills, and most include inquiry-based questions or activities. The topics of these leveled
readers also cover the six PYP subject areas. All titles are available as 6-packs (6 copies of one title with a
lesson plan) making it quick and easy to incorporate these leveled readers into daily instruction.
All titles available as 6-packs (6 copies of one title with a lesson plan).
Unit 2: History

Coo ling Off

& Culture

Name: ______________________________________________

Date: _____________

Friendly Feedback

(cont.)

Directions: Feedback from others can help you. Use
these sentence stems. Give feedback to your peers.
prior to building.
Review all designs
Challenge.
for the STEAM
Prepare all materials

Clarify
STEAM Challe

Why did you _______________________________ ?

nge

m ways to
for teams to brainstor
and
5. Provide time
to
based on test results
improve their designs
the following questions
their Team
students back to
1. As a group, discuss to the STEAM Challenge:
feedback. Refer
to sketch
connect the reading
sheets. Ask them
off? Direct
Designs activity
any
used to cool people identify
designs and explain
◗ How is wind
their improved
6–7. Have them
feel
students to pages
can
people
changes.
blow and
that the wind can
designs and offer
wind can
and face, or the
◗ Review improved
it on their skin
which
,
needed.
pinwheel
as
a
such as
guidance
spin an object,
off.
with additional
to cool a person
e successful teams
device
◗ Challeng
can also be used
design (e.g., the
the pinwheel can
goals for the second at one time, the
some other ways
e
◗ What are
people
is no wind? Encourag
must cool more
way so
be powered if there connection that, in
in a hands-free
the
device must work
on the
students to make
things).
a person can blow
people can do other
addition to wind,
to improve their
it.
gather materials
pinwheel to power
6. Have teams
make their
that teams
Then, have them
testing. Explain
for
designs.
teams
cooling devices.
Friendly
2. Gather
and retest their
after the test. Use
improvements
will offer feedback
2 and 3 on
practices for
14) to review best
complete numbers
Feedback (page
7. Have students
It activity sheets.
their Think about
giving feedback.
(page 15) to
Off Data Results
3. Distribute Coolingthem to record results for
students, and ask

How did you _______________________________ ?

e

Test and Improv

View All Titles!
Click Here

Cool Feedback

each team.

present their
each team will
The team
one team at a time.
cooling devices
n of how the
a brief descriptio
device
should provide
each team test their
who is
device works. Have
and one volunteer
on one team member
involved in
team. All students
not from their
or not they felt
whether
report
been met
the test should
The challenge has
any cooling effect.
to provide
Ask volunteers
if they feel cooler.

Have you thought about

Readers:
Smithsonian STEAM

28973 (i20990)—
Materials

_____________________?

You might want to try _______________________ .

feedback.

Cooling Off

7

14

28973 (i20990)—Smithsonian STEAM Readers: Cooling Off

© Teacher Created Materials

Who We Are

How the World Works

Gr. PK-K • 32 Titles
Gr. 1 • 20 Titles
Gr. 2 • 15 Titles

Gr.PK-K • 24 Titles
Gr. 1 • 36 Titles
Gr. 2 • 32 Titles

Where We Are
in Place and Time
Gr. PK-K • 24 Titles
Gr. 1 • 20 Titles
Gr. 2 • 18 Titles



__________ is a good idea because _______________.

that
4. Tell students

© Teacher Created
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Warm Feedback
I like __________ because ____________________ .

How We Organize
Ourselves
Gr. PK-K • 20 Titles
Gr. 1 • 20 Titles
Gr. 2 • 16 Titles

How We Express Ourselves

Sharing the Planet

Gr. PK-K • 18 Titles
Gr. 1 • 20 Titles
Gr. 2 • 14 Titles

Gr. PK-K • 8 Titles
Gr. 1 • 12 Titles
Gr. 2 • 10 Titles

Order through your Distributor Today!

PYP Themes

Inquiry-Based Leveled Readers
Aerobic or Anaerobic?
Directions: Reread pages 22–25 about aerobic and anaerobic activities. Then, sort the
activities in the Word Box into the correct category. Draw a small picture of each activity once
you have sorted them. Then, using what you know about each type of exercise, add two more
activities to each category.

Word Box
biking
doing pull-ups
swimming

dancing
doing push-ups
walking up stairs

jogging
doing sit-ups

jumping rope
sprinting

Anaerobic Activities

Get Moving
___________

Get Motiva

______________

______________

_______
Name _______

Write down the

column.
Use this
on a regular
doing in the left
Directions:
you will see them
s you are currently
somewhere where
physical activitie
Post your goals
right column.
activity in the
and motivated.
for the Future
basis to keep focused

y Today

Physical Activit

Get Moving

ted!

When stayin
g
motivation? active gets tough, motiva
Motivation
tion is what
treating yourse
is anything
you need to
that keeps
lf to somet
keep going.
you
some ways
But what
that can help hing you want. It could moving towards your
goals. It couldis
you stay motiva
be doing somet
be
ted to get
physical activithing that is fun. These
are
y.

for physical activity. for physical
Go for the Goal
to set your goals
Write your goals
planning sheet

Goals
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Exercise with a friend.

GET MOVI
NG

GET MOVING

Aerobic Activities
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GET MOVING

Get Moving

Name _____________________________________________________

Choose
a tast
y and
after a
healthy
week
sna
of mee
ting youck to enjoy
r goals.

11/15/19 6:59 AM

stay motivated
always easy to
your
ation. It is not
motivated to reach
work and concentr
will keep yourself
goals takes hard
ways that you
Reaching your
What are some
to reach your goals.
_________
goals?
______________
physical activity
______________
__
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
_______
_________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
_________
______________
______________
______________
______________
______________
_________
______________
______________
______________
______________
__
______________
______________
______________
_______
_______
_______
______________
Materials
______________
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Plan an activity that your
whole family will enjoy.
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View All Titles!
Click Here

All titles available as 6-packs (6 copies of one title with a lesson plan).

Who We Are
Gr. 3 • 10 Titles
Gr. 4 • 18 Titles
Gr. 5 • 15 Titles

Where We Are
in Place and Time
Gr. 3 • 20 Titles
Gr. 4 • 20 Titles
Gr. 5 • 24 Titles

11/15/19

6:59 AM

How the World Works
Gr.3 • 30 Titles
Gr. 4 • 28 Titles
Gr. 5 • 25 Titles

How We Organize
Ourselves
Gr. 3 • 20 Titles
Gr. 4 • 10 Titles
Gr. 5 • 15 Titles

How We Express Ourselves

Sharing the Planet

Gr. 3 • 8 Titles
Gr. 4 • 10 Titles
Gr. 5 • 6 Titles

Gr. 3 • 10 Titles
Gr. 4 • 12 Titles
Gr. 5 • 15 Titles
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MYP Subject Groups
All titles available as 6-packs (6 copies of one title with a lesson plan).
__
Date ______________
___________________
_____________________
Name _______

Organizer
Description Graphic

text. Write
ation from the
to record inform circles, write examples of
the organizer
outer
Directions: Use
In each of the
center circle.
average in the
averages.

ing
Determine Mean

: What Is Average?
Life in Numbers

IB THEME COLLECTIONS

Inquiry-Based Leveled Readers

View All Titles!
Click Here
ife in Numbers:

28746 (i20836)–L
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Materials
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Language and Literacture

Mathematics

Gr. 6-8 • 15 Titles

Gr. 6-8 • 22 Titles

Science

Individuals and Societies

Gr. 6-8 • 18 Titles

Gr. 6-8 • 25 Titles

Order through your Distributor Today!

TEACHER SUPPORT MATERIALS

Teacher Resources

Effective resources teachers want!

Our professional resources are designed to save teachers valuable time by including the tools and strategies
they need to reach, motivate, and empower all types of learners. They include the best classroom practices,
evidence-based strategies that support today’s rigorous standards, and the latest research by experts in their
respective fields. These resources make teaching more effective and learning more fun!
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL
LEARNING

Effective Strategies for Integrating Social-Emotional Learning
in Your Classroom
Grades K—12 • ISBN 978-1-0876-4885-9
Available Soon!

Social-Emotional Learning in Your Classroom
(At Your Fingertips Guide)

Grades K—12 • ISBN 978-1-0876-4832-3

Creating Social and Emotional Learning Environments
Grades K—12 • ISBN 978-1-4938-8832-0

READING
STRATEGIES

The Road to Independent Reading and Writing
Grades PK—1 • ISBN 978-1-0876-3150-9
Available Soon!

Get the Picture: Visual Literacy in Content-Area
Instruction
Grades K—3 • ISBN 978-1-4938-8080-5

Strategies for Effective Balanced Literacy
Grades K—8 • ISBN 978-1-4258-1519-6

MATHEMATICS
RESOURCES

Information Literacy: Separating Fact from Fiction
Grades 3—8 • ISBN 978-1-4258-1756-5

Guided Math: A Framework for Mathematics Instruction, 2nd Ed.
Grades K—12 • ISBN 978-1-6429-0376-8

Guided Math Workshop
Grades K—8 • ISBN 978-1-4258-1654-4

Guided Math Workstations
Grades K—2 • ISBN 978-1-4258-1728-2
Grades 3—5 • ISBN 978-1-4258-1729-9
Grades 6—8 • ISBN 978-1-4258-1730-5

Implementing Guided Math in Your Classroom
(At Your Fingertips Guide)

Grades K—12 • ISBN 978-1-0876-4834-7

LEARNING
ENVIRONMENTS
The Synergy of Inquiry: Engaging Students in
Deep Learning Across the Content Areas
Grades K—12 • ISBN 978-1-4258-1212-6

Higher-Order Thinking Skills to Develop
21st Century Learners
Grades K—12 • ISBN 978-1-4258-0822-8

SCIENCE
RESOURCES
The 5Es of Inquiry-Based Science
Grades K—12 • ISBN 978-1-4258-0689-7

Teaching Science Today, 2nd Ed.
Grades K—12 • ISBN 978-1-4258-1209-6

Order through your Distributor Today!
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How our exceptional curriculum content
is making a difference around the world...

“

“

We have partnered with TCM for many years. TCM materials are wonderful in our market because they are
deeply embedded in best practices and sound pedagogy, provide teachers everything they need in a friendly
format, and are especially attractive and motivating for students. We highly recommend TCM, their support
and response to our every need brings satisfaction in every way. Thank you TCM!
— Esperanza Noriega General Director
New Edulight, Mexico

“

“

“

“

We conducted a multi-dimensional quantitative analysis on TCM’s graded reading materials via corpus
technology, and obtained favorable performance indicators in vocabulary, syntax and discourse, in terms of
coverage rate, repetition rate and gradient.
— Jia Yunlong
Corpus Expert & CEO
Hugemind (Beijing) Education & Technology Co., China

The Team at Teacher Created Materials has been incredible to work with. From product training to marketing
support, the collaboration has been key to launching these products in our market.
— Nelson Education, Canada

Join us to bring exceptional resources to classrooms worldwide...

Contact your Distributor or Sales Consultant Today!

